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Stereopsis is the impression of depth perceived from seeing two disparate images with 

our two eyes.  It is the most potent cue in personal space where our motor functions are often 

involved in dealing with an object.  Thus, stereo imaging makes the most profound impact on 

depth perception when it feeds a human with a view of personal space for remote operations 

such as minimally invasive surgery (MIS).  For successful implementation of stereo imaging in 

MIS, an imaging device or stereo endoscope requires two factors: (1) The two viewpoints be 

contained in an area corresponding to a diameter less than a few millimeters, which minimizes 

the surgical opening size necessary; and (2) high definition imaging for adequate visualization of 

the operation space. 
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In this dissertation, a single lens having a dual aperture is demonstrated to fulfill the 

requirements of stereo endoscopy for MIS better than a typical dual lens system.  However, the 

left and right perspective images generated by the dual aperture overlap on the image plane 

unless a mechanism is incorporated to switch between the two apertures.  A novel method 

based on complementary multi-band bandpass filters (CMBFs) is presented here to address this 

key issue for the miniaturization of a dual-aperture imaging device.   

The goal of this dissertation is to investigate if a single lens/dual aperture system 

employing CMBFs can be scaled down for use in a stereo endoscope suitable for MIS.  This 

goal is addressed with experimental studies as well as construction of prototype devices. 

The motivation for using the dual aperture scheme and CMBFs is presented.  The key 

role of stereopsis in human visuomotor coordination is discussed as well as how stereo imaging 

can improve visuomotor tasks for successful MISs.  The requirements of a stereo endoscope for 

MIS are reviewed in the context of past work, and an argument is made that a prototype based 

on the dual aperture and CMBF can best meet these requirements. 

The development of a prototype based on the dual aperture and CMBFs is described 

and an experiment to measure the stereo depth effect (SDE) of the prototype is presented.  A 

calculation predicted and an experiment confirmed that the SDE of the 3–mm diameter 

prototype is 4/7 of that for a hypothetical dual lens system of the same diameter.  Even at this 

reduced SDE, the prototype provides a SDE suitable for skull-base MIS, which is characterized 

by a viewing range of 1 to 2 cm.  Additional simulation results of the dual aperture prototype 

including the resolution, the F#, the magnification, and the focal distance also are presented.  It 

is made evident that a greater SDE could be enabled through a custom lens design. 
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The concept of CMBFs is described in detail.  The transmission bands of each filter has 

the shape of a comb, which enables the two bandpass filters of a CMBF pair to be interwoven 

and which, when a filter is illuminated with matching spectral light bands, makes that filter open 

to that light while making the other filter closed to the same light.  The experiment shows the 

contrast between the open/close states of a CMBF pair as high as 28000:1.  In addition, 

because each CMBF in a pair passes a different half of the visible spectrum, another 

experiment is conducted to show capacity to render an RGB color image from a CMBF/dual 

aperture system.  However, these image pairs are composed of different color spectra due to 

the complementary nature of the CMBFs.  This is a concern because the difference can 

ultimately lead to color rivalry, in which the two different color images of a pair cannot be fused 

by the human visual perception system.  A simulation is built to show that each of the CMBFs in 

a pair should have 4 or greater transmission bands to yield an indiscernible color difference. 

The following changes to the prototype are recommended to improve the SDE and 

resolution of the CMBF/dual aperture system and to decrease the color difference of image 

pairs: (1) Design a custom lens system and detector array, (2) Develop complementary 

quadruple bandpass CMBFs, and (3) Consider using a dichroic mirror to avoid the need to 

match the light source to the CMBF. 
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CHAPTER 1.  

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Stereo imaging 

Our depth perception arises from many depth cues in the scene.  In general, we have 

better understanding of spatial relationship of an object around us when there are more cues. [1]  

The cues are classified into binocular cues requiring input from both eyes and monocular cues 

requiring input from just one eye.  Stereopsis belongs to the class of binocular cues. 

The eyes of an adult are separated by a mean distance of 65 mm such that the same 

object is imaged twice from two different viewpoints. [2]  Our eyes tend to converge on an object 

of interest, and during this process, the visual axes of the eyes intersect on the object.  This 

puts the object at the center of the each retina, where our vision is most accurate.  Other objects 

out of the plane intersecting the object of interest are image shifted from the center of the retina.  

As a result, a horizontal disparity or a difference between the shifts is observed in the retinas.  

This disparity is interpreted by the mind as depth perception. [3,4]  The process of depth 

visualization that turns disparate images into depth perception is called stereopsis.  Despite 

objects imaged outside the convergence point, we see the objects all together in a singular 

image.   

Media such as paintings, photos, and ordinary flat TVs render pictorial cues, which is a 

subset of monocular cues, excluding accommodation and familiarity cues stimulated by the 

proprioception of the ciliary muscle that focuses eyes and by our previous knowledge of size.  
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However, pictorial cues often do not lead to satisfying depth perception when objects are 

cluttered and do not carry many distinguishing characteristics.  However, stereopsis (1) 

separates a subject from surrounding interference and clutter, (2) resolves ambiguities by 

revealing position, form, and structure, (3) defines certain surface properties, (4) aids in the 

determination of slope and relative motion, (5) accesses specialized functions of the brain, (6) 

provides more accurate perception, and (7) reduces perceptual work load. [5] 

However, stereopsis is effective only up to a certain distance.  In human depth 

perception, stereopsis is the most potent among the cues in personal space, in which we 

interact with objects.  Cutting, in his review of some 200 past studies, plotted potencies of 

individual depth cues, thus the effectiveness of each can be compared to the distance of an 

object from the observer. [6]  He divided the distances into three spaces: personal, action, and 

vista spaces.  The personal space is defined up to an arm’s reach distance and a little beyond.  

The action space is defined from the edge of the personal space to about 30 meters, where 

sport- and theater-watching often takes place.  The vista space stretches past the action space 

to as far as we can see.  In this space, the motion of an object is considerably less noticeable.  

The plot shows clearly that the stereopsis plays a critical role in depth perception, but the 

effectiveness dwindles as the observer looks far into space.  Finally, stereopsis plays almost no 

role in depth perception in the vista space.  This study implies that stereo imaging is most 

effective when the focus distance is within the personal space.  

The goal of stereo imaging is to present horizontal disparity in addition to pictorial cues 

to a human observer, who then can receive an impression of depth from the disparity.  Stereo 

imaging involves two devices working in tandem: a stereo imaging device and a stereo display.  
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Typically, the device is composed of two duplicate cameras to mimic the arrangement of human 

binocular vision.  The device captures left and right perspective images of an object and then 

feeds them to a stereo display.  Then, the display feeds the images to corresponding human 

eyes.   

Stereo imaging makes the most impact when it is combined with remote motor-tasks.    

In their review, McIntire et al. concluded that 85% of the experiments in the literature show at 

least some beneficial effect of stereo images on teleoperative performance. [7]  Further, Cole et 

al. concluded from their experiment that some visuomotor tasks are impossible without stereo 

imaging. [8]  Cole removed every pictorial cue as possible in his experimental setup and asked 

the subjects to perform tasks involving visuomotor coordination utilizing only 2D images through 

an ordinary TV.  The subjects could not complete the tasks given solely this information.  

However, when the same subjects performed the same task utilizing a stereo imaging system, 

they were able to complete them.  Cole observed that the more the difficult the tasks are, the 

faster the subjects performed them with fewer errors when using stereo imaging.  Thus, stereo 

imaging can improve remote motor tasks.  In summary, if a stereo imaging system focuses its 

optics on a distance within personal space, it can improve visuomotor coordination significantly.   

The term, “stereo imaging”, will be used throughout this thesis instead of “3D imaging”, 

because the terms are not equivalent.  Stereo imaging renders stereopsis in addition to pictorial 

cues.  However, it does not render other cues such as accommodation, convergence, and 

familiarity.  In order for a display to be considered 3D imaging, the display should provide all of 

the depth cues. [9] Therefore, stereo imaging is more appropriate in this context. 
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1.2 Stereo Endoscope and Minimally Invasive Surgery 

Before the advent of endoscopy, physicians opened the skin of the patient to observe 

the internal organs of the patient for diagnosis or surgery.  The opening was usually big enough 

for a physician’s direct vision of the surgery, the instrument, and two hands.  This caused 

extensive trauma and mortally wounded the patient occasionally. [10]  However, endoscopy 

reduces the surgical opening to little or nothing (if the endoscope enters through orifices of a 

patient) with its remote viewing capability, while the goal of peering into patient’s internal organs 

is met.   

The endoscope is composed of an airtight and waterproof elongated tube.  It has a distal 

tip end with an objective lens for imaging and a proximal end with an eyepiece for viewing or 

image-capturing.  The elongated tube includes a relay lens system, or a fiber bundle, to transmit 

the image formed by the objective lens to the proximal end. [11]   

This capability of remote viewing has opened the door to what is referred to as Minimal 

Invasiveness Surgery (MIS).  MIS uses surgical instruments configured like an endoscope.  The 

distal ends of the instruments are equipped with cutting, grabbing, pinching, and scraping 

capabilities and are controlled from the proximal end.  Thus, this makes the intervention minimal 

and the surgery remote. [12]  Patients who have undergone MIS experience less postoperative 

pain and a shorter recovery period than those that have undergone traditional surgeries.  

Additionally, MIS patients pay lower hospitalization cost; and often avoid hospitalization 

altogether. [13]  Recent research by the National Institute of Health showed increased survival 

rate of patients undergoing MIS. [14]  Because of such benefits, MIS procedures have been 

replacing many traditional surgical procedures.  
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However in MIS, physicians’ visuomotor function is severely disturbed due to the loss of 

depth perception since a monocular viewing endoscope provides physicians solely with pictorial 

cues. [15] Under this viewing condition, the surgeon has to interpret 2D visual information into 

3D coordinates so that the surgeon can position instruments correctly. [16]  Moreover, the MIS 

surgeon needs to depend on the endoscope’s visual information solely because remote control 

reduces tactile feedback, whereas an open surgery enables the surgeon to rely on all senses 

including smell and touch in addition to visual feedback.  MIS requires extensive training and 

practice before physicians becomes proficient.  Way et al. identified inaccurate visual perception 

as the cause of 97% of cases of error in a performance analysis of 252 laparoscopic bile duct 

MISs. [17]   

Physicians want a true, realistic, and if possible, spatial picture of the presented site of 

the body.  In Mueller-Richter’s words, “The presented pictures of the site should at least look as 

if the physician could directly view them with his own eyes.” [9]  The monocular imaging device 

falls short in fulfilling this desire.  

However, stereo imaging can fulfill the desire to partially improve the visuomotor 

coordination during MIS.  Typically, the MIS object field is magnified by the endoscope such that 

the viewing space becomes a scaled-down version of the personal space so that physicians can 

interact with the operation site as they would in their personal space.  This viewing condition 

makes the stereo imaging favorable for visuomotor coordination.  An endoscope equipped to 

take stereo images is called a stereo endoscope.      

Visuomotor tasks performed under a stereo endoscope are more efficient than those 

performed under a monocular endoscope.  Past studies have typically involved subjects 
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performing visuomotor tasks under two different viewing conditions: stereo and mono, and the 

results show that time and the error for completing the tasks are significantly less using a stereo 

endoscope. [18-23]  This is more apparent when the tasks are more complicated, where the 

familiarity cue plays a weak role in depth perception.  A monocular endoscope challenges 

physician’s visuomotor tasks in MIS as the images render only pictorial cues.  However, a 

stereo endoscope improves physician’s depth perception, thus decreasing the time of 

performance and the errors in the visuomotor tasks.   

1.3 Endoscope requirements 

A stereo endoscope (SE) requires two viewpoints like other stereo imaging devices 

except that the separation of the two viewpoints is constricted by the diameter of the endoscope. 

For MIS, the diameter of the SE should be as small as possible so that the entry is minimally 

invasive to the patient and the image should be high definition (HD) quality rendering of 1000 

horizontal lines in the display.  These two preferred characteristics of SE are in conflict because 

the small diameter lowers the image definition.  Image definition is determined by the optical 

resolution of the lens and the detector array, which are a function of the footprint provided.  

More specifically, the resolution of the lens is proportional to the diameter of the aperture, which 

is restricted by the overall diameter of the endoscope.  In addition, the resolution of the detector 

array is limited by the pixel density or pixels per area, which is also restricted by the SE 

diameter.  In order to yield HD images, they both have to yield HD-grade resolutions.  

Often the SE cross sectional area does not provide enough room for housing a HD 

detector array.  Thus, an endoscope employs a transmission medium to transmit the objective 

images to outside of a patient’s body where there is a space available for the placement of a HD 
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detector array.  Likewise, SE can adopt such a transmission medium to yield HD stereo images.  

There are a few media that a SE can adopt.  A SE can adopt a series of lenses or a series of 

gradient index lenses for the transmission. [11]  This makes the body rigid but yields a better 

resolution than other mediums. An endoscope using this medium is called a rigid endoscope.  

The SE can adopt other medium using coherently arranged optical fibers for transmission, 

which is employed by a fiberoptic endoscope. This makes the body flexible but the resolution is 

limited by the diameter of the individual optical fiber, ~3 microns.  A SE can adopt one of the 

preceding media depending on the application.  

However, in this dissertation, a transmission medium was not adopted.  Besides, a 

prototype that will be introduced later is configured similar to a video endoscope, which places a 

detector array directly behind the objective lens. [24]  Until a few years ago, the resolution of 

video endoscopes could not be as high as endoscopes using transmission media.  However, 

over the years, fabrication has been improved so much so that the resolution could achieve HD 

image quality at the distal tip. [25-30]  

In summary, SE requires the two viewpoints to be restricted to the SE diameter like that 

of a monocular endoscope.  They have been arranged typically with two duplicate lenses and 

relay lenses or a coherently arranged fiber optical bundle in order to place a detector array 

outside of patient’s body.  The prototype described here adopted a method used by video 

endoscopes, in which the detector array is placed directly behind the objective lens.  
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1.4 Dual aperture scheme  

An attractive alternative to using duplicate lenses for stereo imaging is a single lens 

coupled with a dual aperture.  The technique places two apertures offset from the optical axis at 

the aperture of a single lens system.  This enables the single lens to capture two perspective 

images like duplicate lenses.  However, the dual aperture projects both perspective images on 

the same detector array, so a mechanism is required to sequentially open a single aperture at a 

time so that the image pair can be distinguished.   

Stereoscopes based on the dual aperture technique have several advantages over dual 

lens stereoscopes.  First, the left and right perspective images of the dual aperture have 

identical features.  This is because the use of the single lens makes both channels’ focal lengths, 

apertures, magnifications, image planes, and distortions the same, whereas the channels of a 

dual lens system are often different from each other.  Studies show that observers can 

experience headache, fatigue, and strain from watching an unmatched stereo image pair. [31]  

The dual aperture system can reduce these stresses on observers.  Secondly, the dual aperture 

yields a natural singular image.  Human binocular vision naturally converges our viewpoints on 

an object of interest in order to perceive the object in a singular image and therefore humans 

prefer to watch stereo image as such singular image.  The dual aperture system converges the 

optical axes of the two channels on the focal point by focusing alone.  As a result, the images of 

the two channels are perfectly overlapped, and the pair can be seen most naturally to human 

binocular vision.  However, the optical axes of the dual lens do not merge on a point naturally 

unless an extra mechanism is added to rotate the axes toward an object or to shift the individual 

detector arrays off the optical axes. [32]  This mechanism is extremely challenging to 
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accommodate in an endoscopic cross sectional area.  Additionally, the dual aperture system 

can yield a better image resolution than the dual lens system.  The resolution is directly related 

to depth resolution just like a person whose stereo acuity depends on his/her visual acuity. 

[33,34]   While a dual lens can maximize the diameter of the two apertures by shaping them into 

circles, a dual aperture can form its apertures into half-moons.  Given a 3-mm diameter SE, the 

circular aperture in a dual lens can have a maximum of 1.5-mm diameter yielding 1.77-mm2 

whereas the half-moon in a dual aperture system can have 3.53-mm2.  The calculation shows 

that the half-moons have nearly twice the area of the osculating circles.   

1.5 Past work with the dual aperture system 

According to Carter, the history of the dual aperture system goes back as far as 1677, 

before the days of Wheatstone in the 19th century, who is generally thought to be the originator 

of stereoscopy. [35]  Various techniques were developed to split the aperture.  One technique 

split the aperture by placing a bipartite filter composed of orthogonal polarizers at the aperture. 

[36]  Another technique utilized a bipartite filter with complementary red-and-blue filters [37], and 

another used even a tri-filter. [38]   However, the latter two were designed for computer vision, 

not to be shown to humans.  

Certain patents should be discussed where the dual aperture was used in the context of 

fabricating stereo endoscopes.  One patent was filed that entailed placing complementary filters, 

such as red-and-blue filters and orthogonal polarizers, at the aperture and coupling the dual 

aperture with matching light sources so that the two apertures could be opened alternately. [40]  

Another patent involved placing electro-optical blocks, like liquid crystal blocks, at the dual 

aperture. [41,42]  In this patent, the apertures are opened in sequence by making the liquid 
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crystal transparent or opaque.  Another patent consisted of placing an opaque leaf in front of the 

dual aperture and mechanically swinging the leaf laterally to alternately open the two apertures. 

[43]  While in one case these were placed at the distal tip where the space is scarce, another 

patent was filed to place the aperture selecting device at the exit pupil outside the patient’s body. 

[44]  The technique has an advantage to be placed between the shaft and the detector array so 

that it can be used as an auxiliary device to convert an existing monocular endoscope to a 

stereo endoscope.  Another patent described a dual pinhole in the lens. The dual images 

formed by the pinholes are not imaged sequentially in time  but are split by a lenticular lens 

array on the detector array. [45,46]  This technology has been used in minimally invasive 

surgeries under clinical settings. [47-50]   

1.6 Novelty 

The work of this thesis project takes a significant next step from using the red-and-blue 

complementary bandpass filters to using complementary multiband bandpass filters (CMBFs).  

Each CMBF can sample RGB bands to yield a color image.  In addition, with the advent of 

interference thin film technology, transmission bands look like top-hats such that transmission 

bands of another filter can complement the former filter.  As a result, a light source matching 

one filter does not go through the other filter, and thus the crosstalk can be minimal to none.  

Additionally, since the matching light bandsswitch the viewpoints, the speed can be as fast as 

micro seconds.  In this work, a digital mirror array was used to steer the white light to one or the 

other CMBF.  This makes the light source to match exactly with the CMBF on the dual aperture 

plate.  In contrast, polarizers could yield a crosstalk from the incomplete block of the 

corresponding light bands.  The red-and-blue filters produce no more than monochromatic 
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images from each channel.  Alternatively, a mechanical device like the opaque leaf can be 

placed, but it requires an extra space for the mount, which is currently inconceivable at the distal 

tip.   

1.7 Thesis organization 

It is believed that a stereo endoscope can be built based on the CMBF concept 

combined with the advantages of the dual aperture.  The goal of this dissertation is to examine if 

such a system can be made at an endoscopic scale while yielding HD stereo images in a small 

diameter.  Chapter 2 introduces the SE prototype built in a 3-mm diameter.  In addition, it 

introduces an experiment to measure the stereo depth effect (SDE) in quantity and compare the 

SDE to that of a hypothetical dual lens prototype constructed in the same diameter.  Chapter 3 

shows simulation results of the prototype: the resolution and ray-traces of the light.  Chapter 4 

introduces the concept of CMBF.  An experiment is built to examine whether or not a color 

image can be rendered from each channel.  Chapter 5 addresses a concern about the color 

difference that the CMBF produces, which can lead to the color rivalry, since each of the filters 

passes different halves of the visible light spectrum. A simulation is conducted to ascertain how 

to produce indiscernible color difference from a CMBF image pair.  The last chapter l 

summarizes the key results of this thesis and suggests recommendations for the next 

developments to a prototype.     
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CHAPTER 2 

DEVELOPMENT OF A MINIATURE SINGLE LENS DUAL-APERTURE STEREO IMAGING 

SYSTEM TOWARDS STEREO ENDOSCOPE IMAGING APPLICATION 

 

ABSTRACT 

Studies have shown that stereo images improve surgeons’ visuomotor tasks and 

therefore constructively affect the outcome of a minimally invasive surgery.  Stereo images are 

captured by a stereo endoscope, which consists commonly of two duplicate lens systems.  

However, stereo images can also be captured by a single lens system following a Dual Aperture 

Scheme (DAS).  DAS creates two spatially separated optical channels by placing a dual 

aperture plate in the limiting aperture of a single lens system.  This paper describes efforts to 

miniaturize the DAS-based imaging system for minimally invasive surgery.  To demonstrate 

feasibility, a prototype was fabricated using lens elements 3 mm in diameter and was tested for 

its Stereo Depth Effect (SDE).  The SDE of the prototype was then compared to a two-duplicate 

lens system that was constructed theoretically in the same diameter as the 3-mm prototype.  

The results show that the prototype yields 4/7 of the SDE of the theoretical model.  However, 

the SDE of the prototype provides sufficient SDE, in a viewing range of 1 to 2.5 cm from the 

lens, for minimally invasive surgery.  

 

2.1 Introduction 

Human depth perception arises from a combination of depth cues in the view provided 

by human vision or by a camera.  Out of the many depth dues, disparity is known to be the most 
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Lens housing 

A 3-mm lens Detector array 

Dual-aperture plate 

Figure 2-1. Lens elements of the dual aperture scheme-based imaging 

system.  (Inset) A dual-aperture mask on a penny coin as a scale. 

potent cue in visuomotor coordination. [1]   Although monocularly captured images have 

pictorial cues, their efficacy leading to accurate depth perception falls short in comparison to 

binocularly captured images, or so-called stereo images.  Knowing this, surgeons have used 

stereo images to improve their visuomotor coordination in minimally invasive surgeries. [2-4]   

 

Stereo images are captured by a miniature binocular camera called a Stereo Endoscope 

(SE).  Similar to other larger size binocular cameras, SE requires two viewpoints, each 

capturing the same object from a different angle.  A typical SE consists of two duplicate lenses 

side-by-side, henceforth referred to as a Dual Lens Scheme (DLS), which has been adopted by 

a few commercial companies. [5-8]  However, there is an alternative to this scheme, Dual 

Aperture Scheme (DAS).  DAS creates two spatially separated optical channels by placing a 

dual aperture plate at the limiting aperture of a single lens system.  Since each of the apertures 

images an object on the same image plane, DAS requires sequential opening of the apertures, 

otherwise overlapping of images occurs.  See our previous works for opening the apertures 

alternately.  [9-11]   
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In this study, we present our effort to miniaturize a DAS-based imaging system and to 

measure the resulting Stereo Depth Effect (SDE).  To demonstrate feasibility, a prototype was 

assembled using lens elements that are 3 mm in diameter. (Figure 2-1) An experiment was then 

designed to measure the SDE that the prototype would have on human depth perception.  

Additionally, a gain or loss of the SDE from a DLS-model constructed theoretically in the same 

diameter as the 3-mm prototype was predicted.  

 

2.2 Fabrication of a DAS-based imaging system prototype 

A dual aperture plate was fabricated in a 3-mm disk.  The fabrication process included 

thin-film lithography followed by metal deposition and patterning.  This process leads to the 

metal film taking the role of a dual aperture while the area outside the dual aperture blocks out 

light.   

Following the aperture plate fabrication, an objective lens system was assembled using 

commercially available 3-mm lens elements.  The elements of the assembly include: (Figure 2-2)  

 

E1: Plano-concave lens, G314-000-000, Qioptiq Co. Fairport, NY 

E2: Plano-convex lens, 3mm Dia x 6 mm FL, NT32-953, Edmund Optics Inc. 

E3: Fabricated dual aperture mask 

E4: Achromatic doublet lens, 3.0 mm Dia. x 6 mm FL, NT45-089, Edmund Optics Inc. 

E5: CMOS detector array, MO-B1003, Misumi Inc. Taiwan 
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An optical simulation without the dual aperture plate shows the characteristics in Table 

2-1.  Figure 2-2 shows the ray-trace simulation of the lens assembly.  Note that the light rays 

entered from both the left and right apertures end at the same image plane.   

  

Table 2-1 Optical characteristics of the dual aperture prototype 
 

Parameters Values Units 

Field-of-view 52 Degrees 

Focal distance 10 mm 

F-number 3.5  

Magnification factor 0.208 x 

Diameter of the limiting 
aperture 2.4 mm 

Entrance pupil diameter 1.12 mm 

(a) (b) 

E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 

Figure 2-2. (a) Ray-tray simulation showing the light paths through dual 

aperture mask.  (b) Cross sectional view of the lens arrangement    
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Diameter of each dual-
aperture 0.6 mm 

Center-to-center 
distance of the dual-

aperture 
0.9 mm 

 

The assembly components shown in Figure 2-1 were housed in a metal tube with an 

inner diameter matching that of the lenses and the detector array.  The lenses were spaced by 

metal tubes, with the outer diameter slightly smaller than the inner diameter of the housing 

metal tube, cut to the prescription lengths in the design model.  A detector array was placed at 

the back focal distance of the lens.  The detector has a resolution of 400 x 400 with an active 

area of 1.2 mm x 1.2 mm and has a 0.003-mm pixel-pitch.    

 

2.3 Disparity and Stereoscopic Depth Effect (SDE) 

Disparity is the distance between two images of a corresponding object.  Their 

relationship can be derived mathematically from the parameters of a dual optical channel 

system.  Further, its derivative, SDE, can predict the depth sensation that human could have 

when disparity is presented to human vision binocularly.  The mathematical model of a disparity 

of DAS is slightly different from that of DLS as it is derived from a single lens.  The following 

sections derive these relationships.    

 

2.3.1 Disparity 

A DAS-based lens system projects two images of a corresponding object on the image 

plane from the different apertures. Because the DAS consists of a single lens system, the lens 

focuses the two images exactly on top of the other on the image plane when the object is at the 
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focal distance.  However, the two images separate with a disparity as the object moves away 

from the focal distance.  This is a result of the lens’ being out of focus.   

 

The disparity, d, can be derived from the lens equation along with the similar triangle 

geometry and the magnification of the lens. (Figure 2-3). [12-14]   
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FDo = Front focal distance in object space 

FDi = Focal distance in image space 

zo = Distance of an object point 

zi = Distance of an image point  

SB = Stereo baseline 

M = Magnification  
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f = Focal length of the lens 

 

 

For the test evaluation, the parameters in Equation 1 have the following values (Table 2-2): 

 
Table 2-2. Values of the DAS-based prototype 

 
 Descriptions Values 

M Optical magnification. 0.208x 

SB Stereo baseline 0.42 mm 

FDo Front focal distance 10 mm 

zo Distance of an object-point Varying 
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Figure 2-3. Geometry of disparity for the calculation 
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Note that the stereo baseline is not a center-to-center distance of the two apertures in 

the plate but is the distance of the two apertures imaged at the pupil, SB = 0.9 * 1.12/2.4.  As a 

result of lens’ increased field-of-view, the lens de-magnifies the image field so that it can fit the 

image in the active window of the detector array.  Thus, the diameter of the pupil is reduced 

from the diameter of the aperture. 

 

With this information, disparities were plotted while varying the object position, zo, 

between 4 to 25 mm from the lens. (Figure 2-4)  The disparities are expressed in a unit of pixel-

pitches, but they can be converted to millimeters by multiplying the pixel-pitches of 0.003 mm.   
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2.3.2 Stereoscopic depth effect 

SDE is a measure of human depth sensation arose by disparity in the retina. [12,13]  

When we fixate an object (i.e. when the visual axes of the two eyes are converged and focused 

on an object), the object is imaged at the centers of the retinas.  However, the surrounding 

objects are imaged shifted from the centers of the retinas.  The difference between the two 

images offset the centers is the disparity.  So, an object appears far and close from the fixated 

point depending on the disparity’s being large or small respectively.  In mathematical terms, 

SDE is a derivative of disparity, d, with respect to the object distance, zo, which then is 

evaluated at the focal distance, FDo.  

 

Stereoscopic Depth Effect= M*SB/FDo   (Equation 2) 

 

This equation can be applied to a stereo imaging system to predict the SDE on human 

depth perception arose only by disparity.  Using the values in Table 2, the SDE of the prototype 

comes out to be 0.0087.  One important aspect in this equation is that a SDE is affected by a 

magnification (M) of the lens.  This emphasis will be more apparent when we compare this 

further with the two-duplicate lens schemes.  

 

2.3.3 Experiment measuring the disparity of the prototype 

To confirm the SDE of the prototype, an experiment was designed to plot the disparities 

produced by the lens. (Figure 2-5)  The disparities were created by a narrow vertical slit.  The 

slit has an area with a width of 0.2 mm that transmitted light while the area outside blocked out 
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the light.  It was placed between a white light source and the prototype.  The slit was imaged at 

different distances including the FDo.  Following this procedure, the lens system projected an 

overlapped dual-image at the FDo but projected dual-images with a disparity at all other 

distances. (Figure 2-6)  

 

 

 

 

Slit 
 

Translation stage 
for  

Lens 
 

Light 
 

Translation 
stage  

Figure 2-5. Experiment-setup for measuring disparities of a vertical slit.  

(Inset) Sketch showing the correct orientation of the dual aperture mask 

relative to the object’s plane and the square detector array. 
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A translation stage was employed to move the detector array along the optical axis.  The 

slit was first positioned at the FDo, which is 10 mm away from the lens, and then the stage 

moved the detector array until it arrived to the conjugate focal distance of the lens in the image 

space, FDi.  Once the FDi was found, the detector array remained fixed while the slit was moved.  

Note that the disparity at this point was zero.  Another translation stage was employed to move 

the slit along the optical axis in the object space with an incremental value.  The translation 

stage moved the slit from 4 mm to 20 mm from the lens with an increment of 1 mm.   

 

 

(a) (b
 

(c) (d
 

Figure 2-6. Photos of dual images of the slit imaged by the prototype. (1) Slit at 9-

mm, (2) Slit at 10-mm. (The dual-aperture did not resolve the slit at 9- and 10-mm) 

(3) Slit at 6-mm. (4) Slit at 14-mm. (Note the barrel distortion in the images.) 
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The lens imaged the slit at each of the incremental values.  The experiment recorded the 

disparity.  We approximated the centers of the dual image and counted the pixel-pitches in-

between. The disparities were plotted against the slit-positions.  (Figure 4) One important 

alignment performed in the experiment was to set the line between the centers of the dual 

apertures such that they were perpendicular to the vertical slit so as to yield maximum 

disparities. (Figure 2-5 inset)   

   

2.4. Result and Discussion 

2.4.1 Disparity and SDE results 

The plot from the experiment matches well with the Equation 1.  The slight offset may 

come from human error in finding the centers of the dual image.  The centers were more difficult 

to locate as the lens yielded blurred, unfocused images of the slit outside of the FDo.  

Additionally, the lens yielded spatially distorted images similar to barrel distortion as it was not 

designed to compensate for this. These are evident in Figures 6c and 6d.   

 

2.4.2 SDE on human depth perception  

The SDE of the prototype can predict a viewing distance that an average person would 

need for gaining the equivalent SDE.  This is found by equating the SDE of the prototype to that 

of the person’s binocular vision and solving for the person’s viewing distance.  A typical person 

has a separation of 65 mm between the eyes each having an effective focal length of 16.67 mm.  

The calculation yields that, to have the equivalent SDE, the person’s eyes should be 35 cm from 

an object of interest.  The distance falls within what Cutting calls “personal space.” [1]  The 
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viewing distances in the personal space use disparity as the most potent cue for performing 

visuomotor tasks.  SE often attempts to duplicate a surgical viewing space similar to such 

personal space so that surgeons can exploit the disparity for their visuomotor tasks.  The 

personal space is defined up to about an arm-length about 1 m, which make the equivalent FDo 

of the lens to extend about ~2.5 cm from the lens.  The prototype provides a sufficient SDE 

imaging an object 1 to 2.5 cm from the lens.  The range is often used by a skull-base surgeon 

performing minimally invasive surgeries.   

 

2.4.3 Comparison between DAS and DLS 

2.4.3.1 SDE 

To explain a gain or loss of the SDE of the prototype from the SDE of a comparable DLS 

built in the same 3-mm diameter, a theoretical DLS-based model can be constructed. (Figure 2-

7)   The DLS model requires two duplicate lens systems each taking up half the 3-mm area.  

DLS yields a straightforward stereo baseline, which is measured simply from one optical axis to 

the next.  The model has the stereo baseline of 1.5 mm.  This baseline is greater than the 

prototype by a factor of 3.6.  Following Equation 2, the factor leads to that much larger SDE 

than the DAS prototype.  However, the magnification lowers the SDE of the DLS model.  If the 

DLS model were to be designed to capture the same field-of-view as the prototype, it would 

need both the dual images to be de-magnified small enough to fit in the 3-mm area.  Hence, the 

magnification of the DLS model is half the prototype to fit the dual image side-by-side in the 

area.  However, the DAS prototype uses the entire area since it captures the dual image 

alternately in sequence.  Combining these factors, the SDE of the DAS prototype is ~4/y the 

DLS model.   
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2.4.3.2 Resolution 

  The resolution of a lens system depends on the diameter of an aperture, which is often 

expressed in F#.  Our prototype has F/3.5 without the dual aperture plate in the lens system but 

is reduced to F/14 with the 0.6-mm dual aperture.  In theory, this can resolve 9.5 microns in the 

image space.  However, the size of the apertures on the dual aperture plate can be modified to 

yield a low F# or fast lens.  The shape of the apertures can be osculating circles or half-moons 

joined at the edge as long as the aperture area stays within the limiting aperture.  The half-moon 

      

Lens elements 

      

Image plane 

(a) 

        

(b) 

Figure 2-7.  Comparisons between dimensions of the lens and image plane of dual 

aperture scheme and dual lens scheme, given the same diameter area. (a) Dual lens 

scheme. (b) Dual aperture scheme  
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could allow F# to be even faster than a comparable DLS.  However, the SB affecting the SDE 

may not be large enough for a particular application since the SB is measured between the 

centroids of the dual pupil.  The 0.6-mm apertures were chosen so that the apertures can be 

placed towards the extreme edge of the limiting aperture in order to gain a maximum possible 

SB.  

 

2.4.3.3 Convergence  

The stereo image generated by DAS is more natural to our human vision than by DLS. 

[15] Human binocular vision puts dual image into a single image using the capacity to converge 

and to focus the eyes on an object of interest.  So, it prefers to see convergent dual image; it 

would be averse to see any other.  In order to achieve the convergence in DLS, e.g. to put the 

dual image at the centers of the image planes, DLS requires a mechanism to rotate the 

duplicate lenses or to move the image planes laterally with respect to the optical axes. [16]  This 

mechanism would be difficult to implement in an endoscopic-scaled camera.  However, in DAS, 

by focusing the lens system alone, the optical axes of the dual channels are converged on an 

object of interest.  This produces a complete overlap of the left and right perspective images, 

which is the natural viewing condition for human vision.  

 

2.4.3.4 Simplified Fabrication 

DAS simplifies the fabrication process in comparison to DLS because it involves a single 

set of lens elements instead of two sets with the same focal length. (Figure 2-7) DAS may be 

more desirable from a manufacturing standpoint.  Given the same diameter, DAS can take up 

the entire diameter for the fabrication of the lens elements whereas DLS needs smaller 
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elements to fit the lens elements in the same diameter.  The bigger elements can yield smaller 

machine errors that often occur in the fabrication of lenses such as curvatures (and flatness), 

lens thickness, and glass variation than that of DLS. [17]  Additionally, the bigger elements can 

yield fewer assembly errors that often occur in the placement of lenses (such as tilt, decentering, 

and shift) than that of DLS. [18,19]  The systemic machine and assembly errors are directly 

related to the optical performance.  Thus, DAS involving larger and fewer elements can simplify 

the manufacturing of a SE.  Simplicity in the fabrication of the DAS prototype was demonstrated 

by using commercially off-the-shelf lens elements.     

  

2.5 Conclusion 

This study demonstrated that a DAS-based imaging system can be miniaturized to be 

used as a SE.  To demonstrate the feasibility, a prototype was built using commercially 

available 3-mm lens elements and an experiment was set up to measure the SDE.  The 

prototype imaging an object at the focal distances 1 to 2.5 cm yields a SDE equivalent to a 

person looking at objects in the personal space, which is an ideal space for performing 

visuomotor tasks.  The range of the focal distances is what skull-base surgeons often use for 

minimally invasive surgeries.  Lastly, the SDE of the DAS prototype was compared to a 

comparable DLS model constructed theoretically in the same 3-mm diameter as the DAS 

prototype.  Factoring the differences in the stereo baselines and the magnifications, the SDE of 

DAS prototype yields a 4/7 of the DLS model.  Currently, a dual-aperture based custom lens is 

being fabricated.  It is designed to provide a large field of view (80-degree) with better imagery 

and a larger pupil.  This novel design will be reported in a future publication.         
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CHAPTER 3. 

3D IMAGING WITH A SINGLE-APERTURE 3-MM OBJECTIVE LENS:  

CONCEPT, FABRICATION AND TEST 

ABSTRACT 

There are many advantages to minimally invasive surgery (MIS). An endoscope is the 

optical system of choice by the surgeon for MIS. The smaller the incision or opening made to 

perform the surgery, the smaller the optical system needed. For minimally invasive neurological 

and skull base surgeries the openings are typically 10-mm in diameter (dime sized) or less. The 

largest outside diameter (OD) endoscope used is 4mm. A significant drawback to endoscopic 

MIS is that it only provides a monocular view of the surgical site thereby lacking depth 

information for the surgeon. A stereo view would provide the surgeon instantaneous depth 

information of the surroundings within the field of view, a significant advantage especially during 

brain surgery. 

Providing 3D imaging in an endoscopic objective lens system presents significant 

challenges because of the tight packaging constraints. This paper presents a promising new 

technique for endoscopic 3D imaging that uses a single lens system with complementary multi-

bandpass filters (CMBFs), and describes the proof-of-concept demonstrations performed to 

date validating the technique. These demonstrations of the technique have utilized many 

commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components including the ones used in the endoscope 

objective.  
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3.1  Introduction 

A stereo view would provide a surgeon the much needed depth information during 

critical aspects of surgery. [1-5] The 4-mm endoscopes currently used in MIS brain surgery 

require moving the endoscope to get depth information, which then has to be recalled by the 

surgeon when needed. Providing stereoscopic imagery for MIS of the brain is a challenge 

because of the confined spaces and the restrictive skull opening, which is about the size of a 

dime or less. The endoscope and other instruments are inserted through this opening at the 

same time; the size of the 3D-imaging instrument cannot be any larger than 4-mm in outer 

diameter (OD). Such a small space poses a significant challenge to implement conventional 

stereo-imaging techniques that use two-lens systems. 

A technique for imaging full-color 3D images using a single camera is presented. Unlike 

a typical 3D-imaging system comprised of two independent cameras, each camera contributing 

one viewpoint, the presented technique creates two viewpoints in a single-lens camera by 

placing a bipartite-filter at the limiting aperture. The bipartite-filter has the transmission 

characteristic of a pair of complementary multiple bandpass filters, and one or the other 

viewpoint transmits when the area illuminated matches the bandpasses of one or the other filter. 

A color image is rendered for each viewpoint when individual exposures are combined. This 

technique has been incorporated into a single-objective lens camera configured from 3-mm OD 

COTS optical components. This paper will describe the stereoscopic technique and the COTS 

optics used in a series of demonstrations validating it even when incorporated in a single-

objective lens using 3-mm OD COTS optical components. 
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3.2  Proposed stereoscopic technique  

Humans interpret depth from observing the differences, disparity, in the left and right 

views presented to the brain by each eye. For 3D imaging, the disparity is captured typically by 

a two-camera system. The ability of recording two-viewpoints is also a requirement for the 

design of a 3D endoscope. However, the optical configuration of an endoscope differs from that 

of a typical camera lens objective. An endoscope also has a relay-lens system that is typically 

coupled with an eyepiece for viewing. Combining two 4-mm cameras for 3D imaging enlarges 

the probe diameter by about a factor of two. Such a dual system for surgery has been 

incorporated into the robotic da Vinci® Surgical System, which has a 12-mm diameter stereo 

endoscope. This larger size is a significant disadvantage for a 3D endoscope for use in confined 

spaces.  

In general, a rigid endoscope is preferred over a flexible endoscope because it provides 

better optical resolution between endoscopes of the same diameter because of dead space 

between fibers in the bundle. The diameter is an important consideration in endoscopy because 

the optical resolution of any imaging system is dependent on the diameter of the imaging optics. 

However, a small diameter endoscope not only keeps the incision small but also makes some 

MIS possible, such as neurological, skull base, and joints surgeries.  

Many approaches for 3D imaging have been proposed besides dual optical systems.[6-

16] Some objective lens designs employ mechanically switching apertures or use liquid crystal 

switching or use bipartite filters, polarized or not, to capture the two viewpoints of the subject 

needed to create 3D imagery to view. However none of these methods easily adapt to the 

packaging needed for skull base MIS. 
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Figure 3-1: Idealized interdigitated CMBF transmission bands 

Figure 3-2: COTS CMBF transmission bands and spectral illumination bands (SIBs) 
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In this paper a new method that uses bipartite filters to produce 3D imagery is presented. 

The bipartite-filter is composed of a pair of complementary multiple bandpass filters (CMBFs). 

By complementary, we mean that each filter’s transmission characteristic of optical bandpasses 

is unique and does not overlap any with the other filter. Thus, a given wavelength of 

monochromatic light passes through only one of the two filters. The optical bandpasses are 

interdigitated over the visible spectrum in Figure 3-1. The bipartite filter is placed at the limiting 

aperture (stop) of an objective lens, dividing the single pupil into two halves (dual-pupil) and is 

coupled with an adapted illumination system. The illumination spectral band is matched with the 

bandpasses of the CMBF pair. By illuminating within the bands of a single CMBF, light passes 

through only one of the two pupils, effectively shuttering the other pupil. [17] The dual-pupil 

makes the single camera into a 3D camera. A color image is rendered from one viewpoint when 

three or more multispectral images through the CMBFs are recorded. The SIBs in relation to the 

transmission bands of the bipartite-filter are illustrated in Figure 3-2. This use enabled each 

viewpoint to render colors, and the dual-pupil uses the entire image plane for each viewpoint, 

which maximizes the utilization of each pixel for each viewpoint, see Figure 3-3. We believe this 

3D technique is especially advantageous in miniaturizing 3D optical systems for use in 

applications in limited space environments such as borescopes and endoscopes. 

Figure 3-3: Illustration of CMBF technique 
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3.3  Validating CMBF performance in 3-mm optics for a 4-mm device 

The CMBF imaging technique was validated in two stages. The first stage verified the 

effectiveness of the CMBFs blocking or transmitting SIBs with normal-scale equipment. The 

second stage verified the effectiveness of bipartite filter working for 3D imaging through a series 

of demonstrations that led to 3-mm objective lens design suitable for a 4-mm OD endoscope. A 

short review is presented below on the stereoscopic technique and endoscope optics used in 

the proof-of-concept demonstrations that utilized COTS optical components. The description 

and performance of the objective lens designs used to demonstrate the technique are presented. 

 

3.3.1 Demonstrating the CMBF technique at large scale 

Demonstrating the CMBF technique at large-scale portion was divided into two steps. 

The first one is to verify the CMBF technique. The latter one is to show that 3D imagery can be 

obtained utilizing it when imaging through a single lens system. 

3.3.1.1 Two-camera demonstration of the CMBF technique 

For the initial evaluation of the CMBF technique, two full-scale cameras were positioned 

to look at a target. A CMBF was placed in front of the camera lens of each camera (Figure 3-4). 

In theory, only one of the two cameras should see each of the SIBs. What the cameras were 

seeing was recorded in terms of intensity pixel values. A xenon lamp was used to illuminate the 

subject through a tunable filter to generate SIBs, of the specific bands. The CMBFs are 

designed to operate with the light incident at normal incidence. The camera setup had the 

targets distant enough to provide near normal incidence. The recorded images showed a 

1000:1 contrast for each of the two cameras. This verified that the filter was blocking or 
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transmitting the SIBs nearly completely. These results validated the CMBF interdigitation of the 

spectral band concept at a larger scale. 

 

3.3.1.2 Demonstrating 3D imaging using CMBFs and a single imaging lens system 

The next step was to show that this technique would work through a single objective and create 

a stereo view of a subject.    The test set up contained a pair of COTS achromatic lenses with 

the CMBF situated between the achromatic lenses, Figure 3-5 (Left). But the achromatic lenses 

only operate well over a limited field of view, see Figure 3-5 (Right). The acquired COTS lens 

set allowed lens pairings to simulate various stereo baseline situations. This arrangement also 

a) 

Tunable filter  

 A broadband light 
source  

Cameras 
CMBF 

Object 

b) 

Figure 3-4: (a) Illustration of two cameras with CMBFs; (b) Actual lab set up 
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allowed obtaining empirical information of visual impact of the 3D image based on quantified 

stereo baselines.  

 

Figure 3-5: (Left) Cross-sectional view of the paired achromatic lens configuration; 

(Right) MTF performance at 10 c/mm for a 16-mm diameter object  

Figure 3-6: Paired achromatic lenses demonstration setup 
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The lenses and the CMBF were mounted in COTS prototype housing that was attached 

to a camera (Figure 3-6). With easy access to the CMBFs between the two lenses, a variety of 

CMBF apertures were used. Plus, a variety of experiments were run on this set up where full 

half-moon CMBF apertures were used, as well as, separated circular apertures. The results 

from this test set up showed that the technique was adaptable to a single optical system and the 

3D performance was comparable to what was obtained in the initial evaluation with the two 

cameras. 

 

3.3.2 CMBF technique demonstration at endoscopic scale 

Having shown the feasibility of the CMBF concept to produce 3D images using larger 

optics and a tunable filter illumination, the next step was to demonstrate the viability of this 

technique at smaller endoscopic dimensions. Before developing custom optics system, the first 

iteration implementation as reported in this paper used COTS lenses in COTS prototype 

housing. A second iteration used micro-machined CMBFs arranged inside a square cross-

section, rapid prototyped plastic housing. Details of these efforts are given below 

 

3.3.2.1 Optical considerations with COTS micro optics 

The inspiration for the demonstration lens configuration using the micro optics (Figure 3-

7) came from an endoscopic objective design for a fiber relay design by Laikin. [18] With the 

realization that the fiber feed endoscopic objective design could be essentially configured with 

common COTS component shapes; its configuration was pursued for adaption to our miniature 

stereo endoscope demonstration. The lens design configuration is made up of components that 
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are, or nearly so: a plano-concave lens, an equi-convex singlet, and an achromatic doublet. 

Possibly similar lenses, in some incarnation, are available COTS. The appropriate focal lengths 

of these three components were acquired from a scaled model from the Laikin design. Though 

the glass types were limited, a search through COTS vendor’s lists yielded a potential set of 

lenses.  

 

 Thanks to the boom in micro optics for cameras in cell phones and other mobile devices, 

COTS micro-optics lenses have not only been making an appearance in optical vendor catalogs, 

but they have been growing in numbers and variety. Remarkably a set of micro-optic lenses of 

the corresponding shape and relative focal lengths were found after an extensive search 

through vendor catalogs. This good fortune was achieved not once, but surprisingly twice. 

The lenses found were LINOS 314-001-000 (6-mm OD), Edmund 45-131 (3-mm OD), 

and Edmund 63-692 (4-mm OD). These promising micro-optics lenses were appropriately 

orientated along with a COTS CMBF, positioned 10 mm from the surgical site, and the 

airspaces between these components were optimized to provide the best possible performance 

within the required constraints. The resulting endoscope objective design had a front lens-to-

back lens length of 20 mm and a surgical site-to-detector distance of about 36 mm. The design 

Figure 3-7: Laikin design cross-section layout from published tabulated data 
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total field of view (TFOV) was 52° and, when operating at f/4.5, had an entrance pupil diameter 

of 0.61 mm. The MTF performance of this configuration was greater than 0.3 over most of the 

TFOV at a spatial frequency of 100 c/mm. The optical system and the full-aperture optical 

performance is shown in (Figure 3-8). Notice that this lens design configuration has a section 

where the axial field point is nearly collimated which is an appropriate place for the CMBF filter 

to be placed for near optimum performance. 

 

3.3.2.2 CMBF 3D imaging technique demonstration with micro optics 

Our second demonstration of the 3D imaging technique using a single objective utilizing 

this COTS objective lens design occurred in August 2010. The lens elements were held in 13-

mm COTS prototype housing. A pair of COTS CMBF substrates was obtained with reduced 

diameters (9 mm) to fit this housing Figure 3-9 (Left). The lenses and CMBFs were set to 

separations as close as possible to the optimized COTS design. Using an adapter, the 

Figure 3-8: (Left) Cross-sectional view of the 52 degree “6-mm” lens configuration 

from COTS components, except filter was supplied at specified 9-mm size; (Right) 

MTF performance to 100 c/mm for a 14-mm diameter object 
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assembly was mated to an on-hand Sony camera Figure 3-9 (Right). Because of the tight space 

and the size of the on-hand ring light from the achromatic lens demonstration, it was adapted to 

provide indirect illumination of the target. Though the demonstration was a success, the 

objective, made up of COTS components, utilized a 6-mm OD plano-convex element, the 3D-

imaging technique still had to be demonstrated with an objective lens that could be housed in a 

4-mm OD endoscope. 

 

3.3.2.3 Building a 3-mm micro optical system 

Edging down from the 6-mm element to 3 mm would sacrifice a significant amount of the 

field of view and, besides, there still was a 4-mm element in the objective design. Reviewing the 

slim, but increasing, selection of COTS 3-mm elements yielded another objective lens design. 

Although its performance was not as good as the design using the 6-mm lens, it was adequate 

to demonstrate the CMBF 3D technique. 

 

Figure 3-9: (Left) Mounted COTS components for 6-mm in diameter front element; 

(Right) assembled and attached to Sony camera   
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The lenses found were LINOS 314-000-000 (3-mm OD), Edmund 32-953 (3-mm OD), 

and Edmund 45-089 (3-mm OD). These promising 3-mm micro-optics lenses were appropriately 

orientated along with a reduced OD COTS CMBF (3 mm) and the airspaces between these 

components were optimized like before to provide the best possible performance within the 

required constraints. The resulting endoscope objective design had a front lens-to-back lens 

length of 11 mm and a surgical site-to-detector distance of about 25 mm. The design TFOV was 

again 52° and, when operating at f/3.5, had an entrance pupil diameter of 0.80 mm. This design 

was pushed to a faster relative aperture than the last time with slightly larger ODs. However the 

MTF performance at this aperture is lower than the previous design at 100 c/mm, though still 

about 0.3 in the central part of the field of view. The lens design and the full-aperture optical 

performance are shown in Figure 3-10. Notice again that this lens design configuration has a 

section where the axial field point is nearly collimated which is an appropriate place for the 

CMBF filter to use near its optimum.   

Figure 3-10: (Left) Cross-sectional view of the 52 degree “3-mm” lens 

configuration from COTS components, except filter was supplied diced 3-mm 

square and JPL-modified it with apertures; (Right) MTF performance at 100 c/mm 

for a 12-mm diameter object 
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However, new problems emerged. A major one was the realization that COTS 

prototyping housing could not be used to assemble the elements into an objective. Many ideas 

were considered but the best choice was to have the housing rapid prototyped for this next 

demonstration. Tolerance analyses showed that the accuracies of the rapid prototyping process 

were adequate for performance at full aperture to about 30 to 40 c/mm. And the technique 

would use only smaller portions of this full aperture, which would provide a performance boost 

over the full-aperture tolerance analysis. 

The lens mount exterior was designed rectangular to make it easier to handle on a flat 

surface and gives slightly more room to house a square set of bipartite filters, see Figure 3-11 

(Left). However, the plastic material used in rapid prototyping is slightly translucent to light, so 

aluminum foil was wrapped around the lens mount to block out the ambient light after black 

Magic Marker failed to adhere to the plastic housing, see Figure 3-11 (Middle). 

The round 25-mm COTS bipartite-filter pairs, used earlier, had to be modified to fit into 

the tubular interior amongst the 3-mm round lens elements. The housing was designed to 

Figure 3-11: (Left) Shows the relative size of the rectangular half-shell housing with 

the 3-mm COTS lenses, (Middle) Shows the aluminum wrap housing to block the 

light coming through the housing, (Right) Shows the dices CMBF incorporated used 
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accommodate this square shape. Each CMBF pair contained a lithographed aperture, diced into 

3 x 1.5 mm and was joined with the other pair at the edges side-by-side. This time, a triple-band 

bandpass filter pair was used instead of the quadruple-band bandpass filters. A COTS triple-

band bandpass filter was selected for this demonstration because most of the outer bandpasses 

of the COTS quadruple-band bandpass filter were beyond the visible spectrum and had 

insignificant impact on the color rendition. Figure 3-11 (Right) shows a close up of a CMBF pair 

of apertures used with the 3-mm COTS lenses. 

The CMBF apertures used were about 0.8 mm in diameters with a center-to-center 

distance of 1.2 mm. The separation distance plays a significant role in recording the stereo 

disparity.  

A monochromatic camera having the overall dimensions of 12 x 12 mm was procured. 

The camera’s body had to be kept small because of the diameter of the ring light chosen for 

illuminating the small objects to be imaged. An adapter was fabricated to couple the 3-mm lens 

assembly to the detector housing. This configuration is similar to an endoscopic system but not 

quite fully integrated into one compact package, see Figure 3-12. 
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A program was written to sequence the SIBs coordinated with the multispectral imaging. 

Also, the program collected and sorted six multispectral images into two sets each according to 

the viewpoint and had each of the sets render a color image. The program adjusted the 

exposure times to compensate for low light illumination generated from the tunable filter. The 

program repeated this to refresh the 3D display to emulate a real-time imaging. Even so, the 

fastest frame rate for this demonstration set up was about 1 frame per 2 seconds, which is far 

slower than 30 frames per second, for displaying a naturally moving scene. A chief reason for 

the slow frame speed was caused by long exposure times to compensate the low subject 

illumination because the tunable filter only transmitted about 10% of the visible light. 

 

Figure 3-12: Demonstration setup using 3-mm OD COTS elements 
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3.3.2.4 CMBF technique demonstration with a 3-mm micro optical system 

The lenses were acquired, the CMBFs with apertures were made and diced in 

appropriate sizes, a custom housing was made and conditioned for the optical components, a 

more appropriately sized imaging camera was acquired, adapter was made to attach the 

housing to the camera, ring light acquired and mounted around the square housing to provide 

illumination, software was written to process and display the data. The test setup all came 

together for a successful demonstration in December 2010.  

The last paragraph oversimplifies the whole process effort to put together a working 3-

mm demonstration. In actuality immense effort was devoted to integrating the COTS camera 

assembly with the optical assembly along with developing the appropriate software to work 

properly to make this all work together for the demonstration. 

 

3.4 Results and discussion  

A 3D display was used to view the recorded color imagery. The 3D display had two 

displays each projecting one of the 3D images simultaneously on a beam splitter with oppositely 

polarized light. To view, the observer wore polarized glasses matched to the imagery displayed. 

The viewers of the displayed 3D imagery recorded with the CMBF technique indicated having 

favorable stereo experiences.  

 

3.4.1 Implied disparity calculation 

The 4-mm objective lens of 3-mm COTS components could accommodate a 2.4-mm 

diameter optical limiting aperture on axis. Two 0.8 mm diameter apertures with a center-to-
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center separation of 1.2 mm were placed at the limiting aperture location. The entrance pupil 

diameter of the objective lens was 1.12 mm for a 2.4-mm diameter stop. This implies that the 

interpupillary separation at the endoscope objective entrance pupil present to the scene was 

0.56 mm. The recorded scene was 15 mm away, though the design goal for the working 

distance was 10 mm. Using similar triangles, the effective disparity of the scene recorded 

correlates to an average human, one having a 65-mm interpupillary distance, viewing the scene 

about 1740 mm away (5.7 feet). Though this distance is greater than arms length, it is still a 

good range for human perception of depth. [19]  

The effective interpupillary distance that “views” the surgical site determines the 

perceived depth. In order to maximize the recorded disparity, the pupil separation needs to be 

as large as possible. Unfortunately, for limited space situations, the lens diameters are limited to 

very small sizes.  

 

3.4.2 System ramifications 

The CMFBs 3D technique creates a dual-pupil entrance pupil. At most, the CMBF splits 

the pupil shape into two half moons. The half-moon dual pupil effectively makes the objective 

lens operate at a slow relative aperture in one direction. If osculating round apertures are used, 

each aperture creates a "slower" lens than the original full aperture lens. These slower "left" and 

"right" lenses require a longer exposure time to record a similarly illuminated scene than the 

same lens without the dual apertures. Also, the entrance pupil for a fixed limiting aperture size 

goes down as the field of view goes up, since the negative power in the lens facing the surgery 

area increases to provide the wider field of view. This trend has an adverse effect on the 
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interpupillary separation for wider field-of-view designs. Therefore, design goals for the custom 

designs are to maximize the entrance pupil to allow for larger dual-pupil separations and to 

increase the lens speed to improve exposure while still providing high quality imagery. These 

two design goals are being studied to find the best compromise in the custom lens design effort 

that is underway. 

The COTS CMBF spectral bands were not optimum to provide RGB color in each 

channel (eye). For example, one of the bandpasses of one CMBF omitted large portions of the 

red band but sufficiently covered the green and blue bands. This omission led the green and 

blue to dominate over the RGB scheme. The corresponding colors tones between the binocular 

images were noticeably different when viewed individually; one had a warmer color bias, the 

other had a cooler color bias.  

However, any color domination was less noticeable when the two images were 

overlapped and simultaneously viewed on the 3D display. Binocular Color Mixture theory (BCM) 

[20] was formulated out of studies of color perception of individuals when two different colors 

are presented simultaneously to the observer in 3D format. The results indicate that the color 

differences will be less noticeable when the brain fuses the two separate images, which was 

observed in the 3D imagery viewed in the demonstration systems. However, improving the color 

balance of the individual binocular images is also part of the current phase of developing this 

technology. 

Lastly, in principle the CMBF technique could be configured to work with some existing 

endoscope and borescope optical assemblies. The practicalities of an effective implementation 

still have not been investigated to date. However, existing systems are not conditioned to make 
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the most of a dual aperture requirement where, as presented earlier, for best results larger 

entrance pupils and operational relative apertures are desirable. The best optical performance 

and stereopsis would be obtained from a custom optical system designed and built to 

accommodate the needs of the dual aperture usage of the CMBF technique. 

 

3.5.  Conclusions  

A method to create two viewpoints of an object using a single objective lens with a 

bipartite-filter system has been developed. The method made the shuttering of the viewpoints 

dependent on spectrally multiplexing the illumination to match one or the other complementary 

filters in the two apertures capturing the two viewpoints. The complementary multi-bandpass 

filters (CMBFs) at the apertures were spectrally interdigitated allowing capturing color images of 

each viewpoint. This method avoids the incorporation of mechanical, optoelectric, and other 

active equipment into the optical path to switch viewpoints. The dual pupil created in the 

demonstration single objective lenses utilized the full image plane (no need for doubling the 

pixel density to maintain the optical resolution) and also used the full pixel density of the 

monochrome detector (no need for RGB filter quad groupings).  

The CMBF technique was validated in two stages. The first stage validated the 

effectiveness in opening or blocking a particular spectral band of light and creating 3D imagery 

through a pair of cameras. The technique was also demonstrated through a single 25-mm OD 

optical that consisted of paired achromatic doublets. The second stage transitioned from large 

optics to micro optics. The final micro-optics demonstration used a 3-mm objective lens that was 

configured from off-the-shelf lenses, incorporated CMBFs to effect the bipartite filtration, and 
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was assembled in a custom, rapid-prototyped housing. The 3D color imagery captured was 

viewed on a stereo display. This final demonstration validated this new method for producing 

stereo color images. The results of the demonstration set up indicate that the CMBF technique 

appears to be readily adaptable to miniaturized 3D camera systems that can be used in 

confined spaces, such as endoscopic minimally invasive brain surgery.  
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CHAPTER 4. 

A NEW TECHNIQUE OF 3D IMAGING THROUGH A 3-MM SINGLE LENS CAMERA 

ABSTRACT 

A technique for imaging full-color 3D images with a single camera is presented in this 

paper. Unlike a typical 3D-imaging system comprising two independent cameras each 

contributing one viewpoint, the technique presented here creates two viewpoints using a single-

lens camera with a bipartite filter whose bandpass characteristics are complementary to each 

other. The bipartite filter divides the camera’s limiting aperture into two spatially separated 

apertures or viewpoints that alternately image an object field using filter-passband matched, 

time-sequenced illumination. This technique was applied to construct a 3D camera to image 

scenes at a working distance of 10 mm. The effectiveness of the 3D camera in generating 

stereo images was evaluated using statistical comparison of the depth resolutions achieved by 

the 3D camera and a similar 2D camera arrangement. The comparison showed that the 

complementary filters produce effective stereopsis at prescribed working distances.   

4.1 Introduction 

Humans can perceive depth because of the two baseline-separated viewpoints, one 

from the left eye and the other from the right eye.  Depth perception in humans occurs because 

of the dual eye overlap region of 130o, of which the central angle-of-view of around 40-60o has 

the maximum impact. A conventional “3D” imaging system mimics this stereoscopic effect by 

employing at least two cameras, that are spatially separated and having overlapping field-of-
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views.  However, this arrangement is too bulky for operation within extremely confined spaces 

(<5-mm side cube) such as those encountered in Minimally Invasive Neurosurgeries (MIN).  

The objective of the concept presented here is to deliver the most satisfying stereo 

images with high resolution using the smallest possible diameter for a 3D endoscope.  It is to be 

noted here that this technique requires an observer (for MIN, this would be surgeons and 

medical professionals) to wear polarized glasses to perceive 3D images. The 4-mm endoscope 

capable of 2D imaging is a popular choice for MINs because of its slim design and satisfactory 

optical resolution. A 4-mm diameter endoscope offers sufficient room to introduce other surgical 

tools within the limited surgical entry area, typically a dime-sized opening in the skull, for MINs. 

Therefore, it is desirable from the user’s perspective to produce 3D endoscopes (stereo 

endoscopes) with similar dimensions as those of presently used 2D endoscopes.  

In an effort to decrease the size of a 3D imaging system, several past works propose the 

use of a single camera to capture two viewpoints for producing stereopsis [1-4]. In order to 

create the two viewpoints, the limiting aperture of the single objective lens is halved to form dual 

aperture, and a mechanism is installed to alternately open and close each of the half-apertures.  

This approach has two main advantages: 1) both of the viewpoints always converge to a point, 

and 2) the entire image plane is available for each viewpoint because of time-multiplexed 

operation. The first advantage closely mimics the “vergence” of the human binocular 

arrangement, i.e. ability to rotate both eyes toward a point so that the projection of the image is 

in the center of the retina in both eyes. The second advantage shows that the image resolution 

is not compromised as in the case of a two-lens, single-imager system, in which, at best, only 

half the image plane is used for each viewpoint.  
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In this regard, several techniques have been proposed in the past.  There are methods 

that use liquid crystal and electroptical polarizers to block and open the half apertures to form 

the two viewpoints [1,2], but these suffer from optical crosstalk and light loss problems.  

Mechanical actuation using shutters has been reported elsewhere to produce the two 

viewpoints [4].  However, this method is not only challenging to implement in a confined space 

but also is prone to mechanical failure.  There have been other techniques employing bi-prisms 

and lenticular lenses [6,7].  However, these techniques require the focal plane array to be 

partitioned into two to image the stereoscopic pair of images from the two viewpoints 

simultaneously. This has a drawback in that the partitioned half requires the pixel density to be 

doubled from that of the whole imager in order to maintain the same resolution.  The technique 

presented here strives to overcome the problems of previously reported methods while adhering 

to single-lens, split-aperture approach to generate stereo images.  

4.2 Materials and method 

4.2.1 Creating two viewpoints from a single lens camera  

The technique reported here can be understood from Figures 4-1 and 4-2.  It is based on 

the use of Complementary Multi Bandpass Filters (CMBFs) incorporated within a split aperture 

(two half apertures) each with triple passbands located in the red, green, and blue (RGB) 

regions of the full color spectrum [8]. This arrangement is called a bipartite filter. This is coupled 

with Spectral Illumination Bands (SIBs) each of which is matched with one of the passbands of 

the CMBFs.  By sequentially illuminating the object of interest with SIBs, one or the other 

viewpoint, depending on the SIB itself, is imaged. The SIBs in relation to the transmission bands 

of the bipartite filters are shown in Figure 4-2 using ideal waveforms.  Current multiple bandpass 

interference filters can produce waveforms that are very close to the sharp cut-on and cut-off 
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characteristics of the ideal waveforms. This property allows us to spectrally “interleave” the 

passbands of each filter with negligible crosstalk (spectral overlap) between the complementary 

filters’ passbands. Using a monochromatic camera, the technique generates a total of 6 time-

multiplexed, multispectral images, with each viewpoint generating 3 spectral images (RGB 

images) for color rendition.   

Typically, a 3D imaging system arranged with two cameras has a depth resolution, dZc, 

is defined by the following equation [9]:  

��� �	 �
�∙∆�
�∙�   (1) 

Where z is working distance, ∆T is stereo acuity, M is magnification, and b is baseline (a 

distance between the two viewpoints of a 3D camera). This equation applies to any stereo 

Figure 4-1: Dual aperture created by a pair of Complementary Multiband 

Bandpass Filters (CMBFs). (Left) Schematic drawing showing the CMBF pair 

opening to Spectral Illumination Bands (SIBs). (Right) Ray traces of the CMBF 

lens system simulated by an optical simulation software package. 
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imaging system providing two viewpoints for depth interpretation. Therefore, the equation also 

applies to the stereo technique presented here.  The baseline, b, is achieved by the inter pupil 

distance created by the bipartite filter.  It is well known that an object viewed from two different 

angles produces two perspective images, left and the right.  When these two perspective 

images are seen exclusively by the corresponding human eyes (that is, left perspective image 

seen only by the left eye and the right perspective image seen only by the right eye), the depth 
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Figure 4-2: Spectral schematic showing the operating principle of CMBF-based 

stereo imaging technique.  Top sketch shows transmission characteristic of the 

CMBF filters.  Bottom sketch shows time multiplexed SIBs synchronized to the 

transmission bands of the CMBF filters. 
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perception is reproduced.  The baseline of the bipartite filter gives the two angular views of the 

same object, and the CMBF filters incorporated in the bipartite filter provide mutually exclusive 

viewpoints when the corresponding SIB illuminates the object.  Hence it can be argued that the 

condition for stereo imaging shown in equation (1) is satisfied in the technique presented here.   

4.2.2 Validating stereo imaging from a single-lens, dual aperture system 

The technique was verified in two steps. The first step verified the effectiveness of 

CMBF pair’s blocking or transmitting SIBs. Two commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) cameras were 

used to test this.  In the second step, the ability of the dual aperture to generate stereo images  

was tested statistically.  The statistical test protocol involved human subjects’ ability to 

resolve depths when viewing simultaneously two objects placed at different distances through 

the dual aperture. This depth resolution was compared against that from a 2D camera under the 

same experimental settings.   

a) 

Tunable filter  

 A broadband light 
source  

Cameras 
CMBF 

Object 

b) 

Figure 4-3: A setup to test the effectiveness of the CMBFs in working as a shutter 

to SIBs. a) A schematic arrangement of the setup.  b) A picture of the actual setup.  
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For the first verification, two 25-mm cameras [10] were placed to look at the same target, 

each placed with one of the CMBF pair [11] in front of the objective lens. In this arrangement 

only one of the two cameras is expected to image each of the SIBs. The images were recorded 

as pixel intensity values. A tunable filter [12] was used to produce specific SIBs from a 

broadband light generated by a xenon lamp.  In order to avoid camera saturation, a white 

background was placed to reflect and diffuse the visible light illumination, and the two cameras 

were placed at 45 degrees to the plane of the white background as shown in Figure 4-3. 

The results of this experiment are shown in Table 4-1, displaying the pixel intensity 

values of the two cameras.  The intensities are scaled in red and blue colors, with red indicating 

higher intensity. The contrast between the two cameras at each SIB was between 400:1 and 

28000:1. This verifies that the interleaved filters let only one camera to see each SIB.  At this 

point, it is important to note that the actual transmission and illumination band characteristics of 

the COTS CMBFs and the SIBs are not as ideal as those depicted in Figure 4-2. Their true 

forms are shown in Figure 4-4. The spreading at the bottom of the bell-curve of the illumination 

bands sometimes overlaps an adjacent CMBF band.  This caused crosstalk between the two 

viewpoints as can be seen in the spotty pixel intensity values at 520 nm in Table 4-1.  Lastly, the 

fringes in the images in the table are a consequence of non-uniform light emission projected 

from the tunable filter. 
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Table 4-1: Intensity maps captured by the two individual cameras. 
The intensity values scaled from red being the most intense to 
blue being the least. 

WL (nm) Left Camera Right Camera Contrast Ratio1 

450 
  

 
12000:1 

480 
  23000:1 

520   
400:1 

560 
 

 

 
28000:1 

600 
 

 

 
2400:1 

640 
 

 

 
700:1 

1The ratios calculated from dividing the greater to lesser average 

pixel value of the center regions 

In the second step, to verify stereo imaging capability of the dual aperture system, a 

statistical test involving human subjects was set up (Figure 4-5).  The statistical test protocol 

involved human subjects’ ability to resolve depths when simultaneously viewing two paperclips 

placed at different distances through the dual aperture. This depth resolution was compared 

against that from a single aperture 2D camera under the same experimental settings.  The 2D 

environment was kept the same as the 3D by simply removing the bipartite filter out of the lens 

system. One paperclip was sequentially placed at fixed distances of 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, and 21 

mm from the camera, while the second paperclip was moved in an increment of 50 micrometers 
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with reference to the fixed paperclip from the front of the paperclip to its behind.  That is if we 

designate any given position of the first paperclip as “zero,” then the second paperclip is moved 

relative to the first paperclip from -2 mm to +2 mm, with the negative sign indicating the front 

side of the first paperclip (that is closer to the camera).  A total of 16 human subjects 

participated in the test and were asked to select the best set of images from both the 3D and 2D 

arrangements that showed both paperclips to be at the same object distance from the camera.  

 

The residual distance between the two paperclips became the depth resolution. The 

acquired stereo images were displayed on a special 3D display that superimposes the stereo 

images using orthogonally polarized light. An observer wore a pair of 3D glasses containing 

Figure 4-4: Spectral transmission of a pair of actual CMBFs. The bell curves 

superimposed in the transmission are the SIBs.  
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polarizers matching to the images on the display for evaluating the depth perception.  The 

results of this experiment are discussed further down. 

 

4.2.3 Miniaturized 3-mm CMBF stereo imaging system 

To demonstrate the feasibility of this technique to develop a smaller, MIN-conducive 

stereo endoscope system, a first generation 3-mm lens system was designed from available 

COTS lens elements and custom-fabricated bipartite CMBF filter, and packaged inside a rapid 

prototyped plastic housing.  This was to demonstrate the possibility of miniaturizing a 4-mm 

endoscope into a stereo endoscope of the similar size (Figure 4-6a).  Individual filters for 

miniature lens system were produced by lithographically patterning apertures on larger triple 

bandpass filter disks and dicing them into 3 mm x 1.5 mm rectangular elements. The bipartite 

CMBF pair was then created by joining complementary halves along the edge as shown in 

Figure 4-6b. The apertures were about 800 microns in diameters and were separated by 1.2 

mm center-to-center to achieve a maximum separation (hence the best disparity) for the given 

dimension. 
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An objective lens system was designed from COTS lens elements to image scenes 

Figure 4-6: A miniaturized CMBF stereo endoscope arrangement showing COTS 3-

mm lens elements inside a rapid prototyped housing. a) An opened rapid prototyped 

housing with arranged 3-mm lenses on a US 10 cents coin. b) An assembled 4 x 4 x 

12 mm rapid prototyped housing with lenses and CMBFs, and c) Diced CMBF halves 

with lithographically patterned apertures, joined at the flat edge. 

Paperclips 

Dual or single aperture 

lens camera 
Tunable 

Diffuser 

Close up 

Figure 4-5: An actual setup for the statistical test. The testing environments for the 

3D and 2D are the same except that the CMBF is removed in the 2D case.  
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approximately 10 mm away. The lens arrangement was designed to minimize the transmission 

loss and passbands’ shift suffered by the CMBFs when light is incident on them at steep angles.  

The ray trace diagram on the right of Figure 4-1 shows the order in which lens elements were 

placed. The negative lens [13] provides a 52-degree field-of-view (FOV).  The collimator [14] 

parallelizes the angled light exited from the negative lens.  The bipartite CMBF filter follows after.  

The last element, the achromatic doublet lens [15], focuses different wavelengths onto the same 

focal plane.  All these elements were assembled inside a rapid prototyped plastic housing of 

rectangular cross section.  This cross section was chosen to match the shape of the bipartite 

CMBF filters.  The housing had built in spacers to position each lens element with respect to the 

others.  The housing was wrapped by aluminum foil to block ambient light from entering its 

translucent body (Figure 4-6c).  

A ring light [16] fits tightly around the lens system was used for frontal illumination. A 

light guide was used to deliver the SIBs to the scene from the tunable filter used in the earlier 

setup.  The proof-of-concept system was designed to include an image sensor at its focal plane.  

For demonstration purposes, a COTS digital camera [17] was modified such that the camera’s 

own lens was replaced by the lens design of COTS lens elements described above.  This 

allowed the use of camera’s image sensor to capture stereo images generated by the custom 

CMBF stereo lens system.   

A 3D display [18] was selected to display the 3D images generated from the 3-mm lens 

system. The 3D display was configured with two displays each projecting one of the 3D images 

simultaneously onto a beam splitter with oppositely polarized light. An observer wearing a pair 

of polarized glasses whose polarization was matched to that of the display was able to see 

stereo images with depth perception.   
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4.3 Results and Discussion 

Figure 4-7 plots the mean values of the Depth Resolutions (DRs) resolved by the human 

subjects observing the paperclips through the dual aperture 3D camera and through the single 

aperture 2D camera.  Note in the figure the overall upward trend in the DRs against the Working 

Distances (WDs).  It is evident that the subjects can resolve DRs better through the dual 

aperture 3D camera than they can through the single aperture 2D camera up to the intended 

WD of the cameras, which is 10-mm.  It also shows that, beyond 12 mm, the two DRs become 

close, indicating that the object is out of the WD range of the cameras.  One-way ANOVA 

(ANalysis Of VAriances) was applied to the data from each imaging setup to confirm the 

apparent correlation between DRs and WDs (3D: P=1.06E-7, 2D: P=5.16E-4, Table 4-2).   

In further, a paired two-tail T-tests (α = 0.05) were applied to corresponding DRs of the 

dual and single aperture cameras at each WD.  The mean values of the two DRs  at the 6-mm 

and 9-mm are different (P=0.00592, P=0.0171 respectively, Table 4-3) but those at all other 

distances are the same (P>0.05).  Note that the DR  at 12-mm is marginally different  (P=0.0610 

> 0.05).  In conclusion, the statistical analysis shows that the subjects can resolve DRs better 

through the 3D camera than through the 2D camera at 6-mm and 9-mm and marginal at 12-mm. 
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Bargraph’s data in millimeters (mm) and stereo acuity in arc-sec 

 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 
Dual 3D 0.372 0.141 0.613 0.450 0.641 0.788 1.247 

Single 2D 0.425 0.466 1.138 0.781 0.613 0.734 1.072 
Mag. of 3D 2.03 1.41 1.08 0.87 0.73 0.63 0.56 

Stereoacuity 5277 347 514 171 131 96 100 
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Figure 4-7: A bar graph comparing the means of the depth resolutions as 

perceived by human subjects when viewing images of a stationary paperclip with 

respect to a relatively moving paperclip from a dual aperture CMBF 3D camera, 

and that from a single aperture 2D camera.  
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Table 4-2: One-way ANOVA applied to each of the dual and single aperture data. 

 ANOVA of the dual aperture 3D camera 
Source SS df MS F P-value F critical 

Btw. Grp. 11.8 6 1.97 8.71 1.06E-7 2.19 
Within Grp. 23.8 105 0.227    

 ANOVA of the single aperture 2D camera 
Source SS Df MS F P-value F critical 

Btw. Grp. 7.37 6 1.23 4.41 5.16E-4 2.19 
 

Table 4-3: Two-tail T-tests applied to corresponding DRs of the dual and single aperture data. 

 3-mm 6-mm 9-mm 12-mm 15-mm 18-mm 21-mm 
Mean(M)1 0.0531 0.325 0.525 0.331 -0.0281 -0.0531 -0.175 
Std. Error 0.114 0.101 0.196 0.163 0.205 0.191 0.255 
Median 0.05 0.275 0.350 0.325 -0.150 -0.225 -0.100 
Std. Dev. 0.456 0.406 0.783 0.654 0.818 0.764 1.02 
C.I. 0.243 0.216 0.417 0.348 0.435 0.407 0.544 
Two tail T 0.466 3.20 2.68 2.03 -0.138 -0.278 -0.685 
P-value 0.648 5.92E-3 0.0171 0.0609 0.892 0.785 0.504 

1Mean difference, an average of the differences derived from subtracting individual data 
points in the single aperture by those in the dual aperture. 
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The dual aperture 3D camera can yield better DRs when it can match human stereo 

acuity (SA).  The table in Figure 4-7 shows the SAs calculated from the empirical DRs of the 

dual aperture using Equation (1).  They are averaged to be 226 arc-sec (the SA of the 3-mm 

omitted in the average as an outlier), which is about a factor of 11 higher than an average 

person’s SA, 20 arc-sec [9]. The large SA is caused by several factors such as the small 

baseline, the less than optimum imagery of the COTS lens design, and the performance of the 
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Figure 4-8: a) A 2D projection depth map of a stereo image captured by the dual 

aperture 3D camera. The scale on the right shows the depth, the darker the gray 

scale, the farther the point from the camera, b) Left image, c) Right image 
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lens outside the camera’s intended WDs. The baseline (a distance between the centers of the 

two viewpoints) used in the calculations was 0.35 mm, which is too small to yield two distinct 

stereoscopic viewpoints.  Secondly, just as human’s visual acuity can affect the SA, the imaging 

definition of each of the stereoscopic viewpoints plays a role in determining the SA. We used a 

coarsely cut and joined bipartite filter at the limiting aperture and used a lens mount that does 

not yield precise gaps among the lens elements. Lastly, the object was out of focus when it was 

placed near or farther than the camera’s intended WD.  This was noticeable when the 

paperclips were placed at the 3-mm as is evident in its DR.  However, all these can be improved 

by custom designed optics.  

 Another result verifying the CMBFs’ ability to generate stereo images is shown in Figure 

4-8.  The imaging subject is a printed circuit board with discrete electronic components. The left 

and the right images generated by the two viewpoints were captured by the entire image plane 

because of the time multiplexing technique adapted here. To best depict the 3D effect of the 

image generated by the concept presented here, a depth map program was used to show 

perceived depth as would be experienced by an observer in a 2D projection format.  While this 

approach is prone to erroneous data interpretation along the periphery of the image, it gives 

credible evidence of providing stereo images. The program generates proportional intensity 

values corresponding to perceived depth distances (Figure 4-8a). The intensity of each pixel 

was determined by calculating the disparity or the difference between the two corresponding 

points in each of the image fields captured by right and left viewpoints. Once the two points 

were found, the distance from the image plane to the point in the object field was found by 

applying a method of triangulation. This depth map provides objective confirmation of the 

existence of the two viewpoints in a single objective lens. It can be deduced that if the two 
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viewpoints in the 3D camera were identical without any depth variation, the depth map would 

show uniform intensity values or a plain white depiction.   

In this proof-of-concept demonstration, it was noticed that the colors produced in the 

image were not ideal representation of the color of the real object. There is a difference in 

corresponding colors between the left and the right images (Figure 4-8b and 4-8c). This was 

caused by the passbands of the CMBFs not covering the entire visible spectrum.  For example, 

as can be seen in Figure 4-4, bandpasses of one of the CMBFs omits a large red band while 

adequately covering the green and the blue bands. This omission leads to partial color 

domination in the RGB color-rendering scheme, yielding an image with biased colors.  While 

this color bias is somewhat corrected by the human brain when left and right images are 

overlapped, higher fidelity in color reproduction can be achieved by carefully selecting the 

passband ranges of CMBFs [19, 20]. This approach is currently under development. 

4.4 Conclusions 

We have successfully demonstrated the proof-of-concept for a no-moving-part, compact 

stereo imaging camera intended for operation at working distances of approximately 10 mm. 

The enabling technology is the use of complementary, multi-bandpass filters in a split-aperture 

configuration. Statistical analysis of stereo images generated by our camera and observed by 

human subjects showed it to have superior performance over the 2D camera arranged with the 

same set for working distances in the range 6-12 mm.  

Implementation of this method in a 3-mm objective lens was presented as a step 

towards miniaturization of this stereo imaging system for minimally invasive neurosurgery 

applications.  In this paper we showed miniaturization of the lens and the bipartite CMBF filter 
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system as a first generation prototype.  But a clear pathway exists to achieve complete 

miniaturization of the system.  For example, the illumination can be integrated into the housing 

as currently practiced in 2D endoscopes.  The image sensors can be obtained as a sensor chip 

and can be mounted into the lens housing at a precisely designed location.  Accomplishing 

these two tasks significantly advances the technology towards complete miniaturization.  
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CHAPTER 5. 

SINGLE LENS DUAL-APERTURE 3D IMAGING SYSTEM: COLOR MODELING 

ABSTRACT 

In an effort to miniaturize a 3D imaging system, we created two viewpoints in a single objective 

lens camera.  This was accomplished by placing a pair of Complementary Multi-band Bandpass 

Filters (CMBFs) in the aperture area.  Two key characteristics about the CMBFs are that the 

passbands are staggered so only one viewpoint is opened at a time when a light band matched 

to that passband is illuminated, and the passbands are positioned throughout the visible 

spectrum, so each viewpoint can render color by taking RGB spectral images. Each viewpoint 

takes a different spectral image from the other viewpoint hence yielding a different color image 

relative to the other.  This color mismatch in the two viewpoints could lead to color rivalry, where 

the human vision system fails to resolve two different colors.  The difference will be closer if the 

number of passbands in a CMBF increases.  (However, the number of passbands is 

constrained by cost and fabrication technique.)  In this paper, simulation predicting the color 

mismatch is reported.   

 

5.1 Introduction 

Advanced fabrication techniques in optics and imaging chips have allowed cameras to 

shrink incredibly small.  Some of these cameras are small enough to be mounted on a stick, aka 

distal camera borescope, and inserted and image the interior of small cavities.  Also, some of 

these small cameras are arranged side-by-side, like the arrangement of human binocular vision, 
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to provide 3D sensation or record depth information when working.  However, the camera can 

be scaled down so much before compromising its optics and imager’s resolution.  In effort to 

miniaturize the volume of a 3D imaging system without compromising the resolution, the 

following work was undertaken. 

Some patents in the past have claimed to overcome this volume restriction by creating 

two viewpoints in a single objective lens of the camera.[1-5] The claim works by dividing the 

limiting aperture area into two regions and open the two alternately; hence each region 

becomes one viewpoint.  One advantage lies in that the use of a single lens allows the 

viewpoints to converge to a point of infinity like the “vergence” of human vision, a simultaneous 

inward movement toward each eye in an effort to maintain single binocular vision.  When such 

viewpoints are displayed, the 3D viewing becomes more natural. [6,7] Advantages regarding to 

the footprint and the resolution are that (1) the total footprint of the single lens is smaller than 

that of two lenses. More specifically, lens elements and packaging for building a single objective 

lens would take up a less space than for two objective lenses with an associated cost savings 

and; (2) only one imaging chip is required for imaging both viewpoints.  A single chip operating 

in a confined space puts limitation on the pixel density, a number of pixels per a given area, with 

the current technology.  The use of the single lens allows the same pixel density used for 

imaging a single viewpoint for imaging the dual-viewpoint.  However, these benefits can only be 

attained when the two aperture regions are opened alternately to present each viewpoint to the 

single imaging chip. 

In efforts to develop a mechanism to open/block the dual-aperture alternately, a few 

patents have been claimed in the past.  Two key goals are (1) to open/block the apertures 

completely so that the two optical paths would not talk to each other and (2) to build a 
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mechanism small enough to be incorporated in a scale of a distal camera borescope. One 

patent puts into place a physical shutter and displaces it to one half and the other half of the 

dual-aperture.  One concern in this mechanism is that, because the shutter’s movement would 

not be instantaneous, it could smear the image.  Another patent claims placing electro-optical 

liquid crystal blocks at each half side of the dual-aperture and electrically making the liquid 

crystals opaque and transparent alternately. Although the bi-state would be instantaneous, the 

liquid crystal does not block the light completely.  Thus, crosstalk is expected. Another patent 

claims placing a pair of orthogonal polarizers at each aperture and illuminating the scene 

alternately with corresponding lights.  However, the polarization would be randomized when it 

interacts with surfaces.  Again, crosstalk is expected.  

The technique we are developing takes the concept of the next patent to the next level.  

The patent claims placing a pair of complementary optical bandpass filters in a single imaging 

lens and illuminating the scene with the corresponding light bands. (Figure 5-1a)  The filters 

were single-band bandpasses similar to the spectral characteristic of a pair anaglyph 3D 

glasses.  Therefore, each viewpoint could only image one spectral light band, which leads to 

render black and white images.  Our method goes one step further by putting a pair of 

Complementary Multi-band Bandpass Filters (CMBFs). [9]  Each CMBF has many passbands 

over the visible spectrum, hence each viewpoint can image RGB (Red, Green, Blue)-spectral 

images.  The spectral transmission curves of the passbands in the CMBFs are nearly a top hat 

in shape; so the passbands of one multi-band bandpass filter can take places at the stopbands 

of the other multi-band bandpass filter without overlapping.  This way, the pair of CMBFs is 

staggered or interdigitated and complementary to each other over the visible spectral band.  

(Figure 5-2b) 
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Figure 5-1: (a) A pair of complementary bandpass filters placed at the dual-

aperture single objective lens.  The scheme describes the two viewpoints made 

by the complementary bandpass filters. (b) An actual spectral plot of a pair of 

complementary triple-band bandpass filters purchased commercially off-the-shelf.  

The bell curves are light bands selected by a tunable filter from a broadband light. 

 

However, the staggering makes the CMBFs to skip some regions in the color band.  For 

example, when a passband of one CMBF takes a place in the red band, a passband of the other 

CMBF will have to skip that red band.  As a result, each viewpoint takes a different set of 

spectral images hence has a different gamut for producing a color image from the other CMBF.  

(a) (b) 
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In 3D imaging, when each human eye sees extremely mismatched color, color rivalry can result, 

in which the brain cannot resolve the two different colors into one blended color but sees the 

two alternately. [10-13]  Ultimately, the color rivalry gives viewers strain and fatigue.  However, 

the mismatched colors can be minimized through digitally correcting colors and choosing a right 

set of CMBFs.  In this paper, we report simulation work to choose an optimal pair of CMBFs.  

5.2 Single lens 3D imaging system demonstration  

The concept of the single lens 3D imaging system was first validated with a 25-mm lens 

system. Then, it was validated with 3-mm lens system to demonstrate the feasibility in 

miniaturization.  Multi-band bandpass filters are designed to operate with the light at normal 

incidence to the surface. The passbands are shifted and distorted as the light incidence departs 

from normal incidence.  To date, a test objective lens designed from Commercial Off-The-Shelf 

(COTS) lenses have been configured to provide a space and the normal incidence for the 

CMBFs.   

For the first 25-mm lens system, a pair of COTS CMBFs having a shape of 25-mm 

circular disk was acquired.  They were cut in half-moons and put next to each to make the 

CMBFs a round disk (Figure 5-2a) so that they could fit along with other 25-mm lens elements. 

(Figure 5-2b)  However, for the 3-mm lens system, this fabrication method was too crude to be 

placed in the optical path because the cut-edge was too big gap to be in the 2.4-mm aperture 

area.  So, custom CMBFs were developed for the 3-mm lens system.  The needed passbands 

were determined from modeling.  The CMBFs were micro-lithographed in an alternating strip 

pattern on a substrate and cored out in a 3-mm circular disks. (Figure 5-3a)   
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Figure 5-2: (a) Two half-moon CMBFs put next to the other to be in a shape of a 

circular disk. (b) Two achromatic lenses sandwiching the CMBF.  (c) Ray traces 

of the objective lens containing the CMBFs. Note the viewpoints are distinctly 

separated yet the image form at the same optical axis.  

 

5.2.1 Instrumentation to work with the 25-mm CMBFs  

The 25-mm objective lens worked with a handheld monochromatic camera. The system 

required taking 6 or more spectral images, the half of which rendered RGB-image of one 

viewpoint and the rest rendered RGB-image of the other viewpoint.  Figure 5-1b shows a 

spectral plot of a CMBF-pair used in the actual system.  Two achromats were chosen to 

sandwich the CMBF pair. The first achromat (achromat #1 in Figure 5-2) collimated the light 

from the subject so that the light enters the CMBFs from the subject are normal or minimal 

angles (<15 degrees) from the normal to the surface. The second achromat (achromat #2 in 

Figure 5-2) focused the light exited from the CMBF-pair onto the imaging system.  These were 

put in a lens tube. Then, the tube was mounted at the camera’s C-mount, which aligns the 

optical axis with the center of the imaging chip.  A tunable filter was used to select light bands 

(c) (a) (b) 

Achromat 
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Achromat 

Achromat #1 
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matching to the passbands from a Xe-lamp.  The spectral transmissions of the tunable filter 

were in a shape of bell-curves. (Figure 5-1b, superimposed in the CMBF plots)  

5.2.2 Instrumentation to work with the 3-mm CMBFs 

The 3-mm objective lens worked with a color imager instead of the monochromatic 

imager.  The system required taking only 2 images each from one viewpoint because the color 

imager contains a color filter array on the chip for taking simultaneous multispectral images.  

The 3-mm COTS lens elements were assembled to work with the 3-mm CMBFs.  They were 

held and spaced by custom fabricated plastic lens mounts and were stacked in a brass tube. 

(Figure 5-3b)  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-3: (a) A pair of CMBFs lithographed in a 3-mm circular disk. (b) The 

objective lens housed in a brass (yellow) metal tube.  A ring light having a total 

diameter of 9.2 mm encasing the objective lens. (c) Digital Mirror Array (DMA) 

based multispectral light source.  

 

Instead of using the tunable filter, a projector containing a Digital Mirror Array (DMA) was 

adapted to select the light bands.  Bands of light are selected by projecting a broadband light 

onto one or the other CMBF. (Figure 5-3c) The reason for the replacement is that the tunable 
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filter was not suitable for building a real-time imaging system. More specifically, 1) the tunable 

filter lengthened the exposure time because it filtered through only one hundredth of the 

broadband light, and 2) the tunable filter took a minimum of 50 msec to switch the light bands 

from one to a next.  Another reason for the replacement is that the transmission band of the 

tunable filter was shifted and distorted as the liquid crystal inside the tunable filter became 

disoriented when it was applied with the heated Xe-lamp. However, the DMA illumination 

system made the real-time imaging more realizable because it shortened the exposure time by 

transmitting exactly matched light bands as the passbands of the CMBFs and switched the light 

bands fast in the order of micro-seconds. [14]  Lastly, it eliminated the shift and distortion 

problems seen in the tunable filter.    

 

5.3 Optimizing CMBF-pair 

Each CMBF should transmit as much RGB-spectral information as possible for rendering 

a good color image.  However, the staggered passbands makes each viewpoint to skip some 

regions in the RGB band.  As a result, the two viewpoints take different spectral images thus 

render two different color images relative to each other.  The raw color image from each 

viewpoint showed that the color tones are red or blue.  The difference in the color tone comes 

from the illuminations filtered by CMBFs.  The difference would be narrowed if the CMBF 

contains more passbands and narrowed further by applying Chromatic Adaptation Transform 

(CAT).  However, the cost and technique to fabricate the passbands increases significantly with 

a number of passbands.   
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5.3.1 Basic algorithm 

CAT maps colors illuminated by one illuminant to another; it can make the colors 

illuminated by the CMBF-illumination appear as if they were under daylight, D65 illumination.  A 

simulation was applied to find a pair that yields the tolerable difference with the least number of 

passbands.  It ran the scenario of having CMBF-pairs with dual-, triple-, and quadruple-band 

bandpasses.  The CAT calculates the white point of the light source and the daylight illuminants, 

divides the two in a device independent color space, and multiplies the ratio to other colors.  We 

used Bradford matrix to perform the CAT. The differences were quantified in CIE Lab space in 

terms of ∆E.  Papers have suggested that the ∆E should be less than 10. [10-13]  

 

5.3.2 Results 

We used known RGB values of Macbeth Color Chart in the simulation.  The simulation 

mapped the colors under the D65 illumination and mapped the colors under red biased and blue 

biased CMBF illuminations.  Average differences between the two, ∆E, are tabulated in the first 

row of the table below.  Then, the CAT was applied to map the colors illuminated by the CMBF-

illuminations to colors that would appear under the D65 illumination.  The difference was 

observed as the CAT could not map the colors close to the D65.  Average differences between 

the CAT applied colors and D65 illuminated colors are tabulated in the bottom two rows in the 

table below.  
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Table5-1: Results of the simulation in CIE Lab values 
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Avg. ∆E, red 
biased CMBF 

and D65  
36 85 20 59 
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and D65 
57 79 40 65 
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Avg. ∆E, red 
biased applied 
with CAT and 

D65 

26 24 12 19 

Avg. ∆E, Blue 
biased applied 
with CAT and 

D65 

24 21 6 11 

Avg. ∆E, red 
and blue biased 

applied with 
CAT 

48 43 19 27 

 

As expected a pair of complementary quadruple-bandpass filters yields the least color 

differences, 20 and 40 before the CAT had been applied, 12 and 6 after the CAT has been 

applied.  The color difference after the CAT was 19. The trend is that, as the number of 

passbands increases, the color difference is narrowed.  This is because a CMBF containing 
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more passbands takes more spectral samples in the RGB band thus render more complete 

color. 

 

5.3.3 Evaluation 

A pair of complementary dual-band bandpass filters (CDBFs) was chosen for our 

imaging system. The passbands of the actual CDBFs overlapped at some regions in the RGB-

band. (Figure 5-4) The simulation accounted the spectral power density plot, i.e. the Xe light 

filtered through the CDBFs, and tabulated the simulation result in the last column of the table 

above.  The overlap made the difference to be even narrower.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-4: Spectral power density plot of the CMBF illumination i.e. Xe light 

filtered through a pair of complementary dual-band bandpass filters  
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5.4 Conclusion 

A single lens capable to take two viewpoints in color was demonstrated with 25-mm and 3-mm 

lens systems.  Each used a pair of CMBFs to image the viewpoints alternately.  However, color 

images from the two viewpoints could not be the same because the CMBFs take different 

spectral images due to the staggered arrangement of the passbands.  So, CAT was applied to 

map the colors under the CMBF-illumination to appear as if they are under the daylight.  The 

simulation showed that the more the passbands in the CMBF the less the color difference 

between the two viewpoints as well as having a better mapping.  What we are developing next 

is the ability of applying the CAT as the color images are recorded to compare them with images 

without CAT application.  
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

A prototype stereo endoscope similar in format to video endoscopes was fabricated.  It 

demonstrated the feasibility of miniaturization by using 3-mm diameter lens elements and the 

simplicity in the fabrication by using COTS lens elements.  It successfully rendered left and right 

perspective images in color utilizing CMBFs.  In Chapter 2, although the SDE is reduced by the 

adoption of a single lens, the stereo images were suitable for viewing an object within 1 to 2 cm, 

which is the range viewed by a skull-base surgeon performing MIS in a brain cavity.  In Chapter 

3, the effectiveness of CMBFs in distinguishing the viewpoints of the dual aperture was 

demonstrated.  The CMBFs yielded contrast between the two channels as high as 28000:1.  A 

minute degree of crosstalk arose from the light sources generated from a tunable filter not 

matching exactly with the transmission bands of the CMBF.  In Chapter 3, the problem of 

CMBFs passing different halves of the visible spectrum leading ultimately to color rivalry was 

addressed.  A simulation showed that if each of CMBFs contains 4 or more passbands, the 

color difference can be indiscernible.   

 I recommend the following work to improve the current prototype to a medically 

acceptable prototype:  

1) The SDE, which is determined by the diameter of the entrance pupil, should be 

increased by designing a custom objective lens.  Using COTS lens elements, the entrance pupil 
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of the current prototype resulted in 1.12 mm.  However, a custom design can make the pupil 

larger, and at the same time can improve the lens resolution and correct distortions in the lens.       

 The resolution can be improved to HD quality by designing a custom lens and 

integrating a higher resolution photodetector array.  The current prototype samples the lens’ 

images with a 3-micron pixel-pitch photodetector.  Nowadays, a detector array with a finer pixel-

pitch as small as 1.45 microns is available.  However, such a detector is packaged for mobile 

phones, which the footprint expands laterally, not for a video endoscope shaped in a cylinder.  

Therefore, packaging work is required to raise the resolution by this means.   

The current prototype yields only 3 lp/mm in resolution.  However, consider a scenario 

yielding a HD image containing a 1000-horizontal line.  Given a 3-mm diameter, a detector array 

can span a square window of 2.12-mm on a side to maximize the use of the area.  To provide 

1000 lines in the image, the pixel-pitch should be smaller than 2.12 microns.  This is equivalent 

to 157 lp/mm spatial resolution.  Today, technology for the fabrication of such pixel-pitch is 

available.  Then, a custom-objective can be designed to match to the 157 lp/mm resolution.  

Using the lens resolution equation, this can be achieved theoretically with a F/# of 5 or smaller.  

This applies to producing a HD image in black-and-white.  In order to produce a high definition 

color image, the pixel-pitch should be half of the 2.12 microns, 1.06 microns, since every 2 x 2 

pixels makes up one color pixel, whereas the lens resolution stays the same.     

2) The color difference between CMBF image pairs can be made indiscernible by 

adopting complementary filters comb filters. [R. L. Hall, US Patent 6885504, 2005] One patent 

describes a technique in which the passbands of the complementary filter is shifted during the 

fabrication.  This option can be explored.  
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3) If a dual aperture system is configured in the format of rigid or fiberoptic endoscopes, 

which relay the objective images to outside of the patient’s body, a white light source can 

replace the two light sources working with the CMBF/dual aperture prototype.  A dichroic mirror 

can be placed at the proximal end to split the white light.  To understand this, follow the trace of 

the white light.  The white light is split by the dual aperture plate and then merged at the 

common optical path, but the light from different apertures carries different spatial information.  

The white light is again split by a dichroic mirror.  The split lights are then imaged by two 

detector arrays.  This cannot be implemented in a video endoscope, because there is no room 

for the placement of a dichroic mirror and two detector arrays at the tip.   
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APPENDIX A.  

This appendix describes the parts acquired for the experiment in Chapter 2.  Some of parts 

described in the chapter are omitted. 

A.1 Optical housing 

A metal tube housing the lens elements in Chapter 2 and another metal tube keeping the 

lens’ spaces separated were acquired from Vita Needle Inc., Needham, MA 

(www.vitaneedle.com). (Figure A-1)  Following stock items were ordered: 

1. 3-mm OD x 2.5 ID Gauge, 316ss, welded & drawn. 

2. 10UT Gauge, 304ss, welded & drawn 

#1 was cut in pieces with a EDM (Electrical Discharging Machining), which does not 

leave burr after cutting.  Pieces were used as spacers to keep the lens’ spaces separated 

according to the dimensions specified in Figure A-1.  #2 was cut with a pipe cutter to create burr 

at the edge.  The burr stops the first lens so that the rest of the lenses and spacers can be 

stacked.   
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A.2 Light source 

A Xe lamp, Model number, X6000 from Stryker Co., was handed over by the sponsor of 

the project (Skull Bas Institute, Los Angeles, CA) for the illumination. (Figure A-2)  It was 

designed to produce maximum of 300W, but only a fraction of the intensity was used.   

 

 

 

Figure A-1. (a) A sketch showing the gap between the lenses. (b) A 3D 
drawing of the objective housed by a metal tube. (c) A cross sectional view 

of the objective lens  

(a) (b) 

(c) 

Figure A-2. (a) A picture of the light source. (b) A picture of a light bulb 
inside the light source  

(a) (b) 
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A.3 Detector array 

A detector array was coupled with another company’s development board in order to 

receive digital images.  A 1/10-inch imager (MO-B1003S-PO1, Figure A-3) packaged as can be 

seen in Figure A-3 and a development board (OV06930-ECJA-CH0A) designed to run the 

imager was acquired from Misumi Inc., New Taipei, Taiwan and Omnivision Co., Santa Clara, 

CA respectively.  The readout pins were connected to the corresponding pins in the 

development board.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

A.4 Program to capture the disparity images 

 A Matlab program was scripted to run Misumi camera and select multiplexed light 

sources.  This synchronizes the light source and taking a snapshot of an image from left and 

right perspective.  In order for this program to work, drivers for Misumi camera and driver for 

Light Commander should be installed.  

(a) (b) 

Figure A-3. (a) A picture of Misumi’s detector array. (b) A schematic 
drawing of the pin layouts 
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%Before begin, make sure to switch the directory to the folder containing the OVBaseIF 
%Paths containing the OVBaseIF and PortabilityLayer need to be added in 
%the 'add path' 
% Each line at 30 fps takes about 76.1 micro-sec, (33000 /438 = 76.1)   
% Each frame takes about 33 msec or 33000 micro-sec 
% desired (exposure time)/76.1 micro-sec is the value put in the reg.  
% for example, 30 msec, 30000/76.1 = 394 = 18A, put in Ox3601 18, Ox3602 A0  
% 33 msec -> 1B20 
% 30 msec -> 18A0 
% 27 msec -> 1630 
% 24 msec -> 13B0 
% 21 msec -> 1140 
% 18 msec -> 0ED0 
% 15 msec -> 0C50 
% 12 msec -> 09E0 
% 9 msec -> 0760 
% 6 msec -> 04F0 
% 3 msec -> 0270 
 
clear all; 
close all; 
 
loadlibrary('OVBaseIF.dll', 'OVBaseIF.h') 
 
loadlibrary('C:\Program Files\DLP LightCommander Control Software\PortabilityLayer.dll', 'C:\Program 
Files\DLP LightCommander Control Software\SDK\Include\PortabilityLayer.h'); 
 
%libfunctionsview OVBaseIF 
 
xres = 400; 
yres = 400; 
 
calllib('OVBaseIF', 'InitOVDriver', xres, yres); 
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calllib('OVBaseIF', 'ChangeResolution', xres, yres); 
calllib('OVBaseIF', 'ChangeSensorMode', 0); 
 
% Check values 
% calllib('OVBaseIF', 'ReadRegister', hex2dec('60'),hex2dec('ff')) 
% dec2hex(calllib('OVBaseIF', 'ReadRegister', hex2dec('60'),hex2dec('f8'))) 
 
% Change the SCCB route to OV 420 
calllib('OVBaseIF', 'WriteRegister', hex2dec('60'),hex2dec('f7'),hex2dec('6a'));  
 
% White balance 
calllib('OVBaseIF', 'WriteRegister', hex2dec('6a'),hex2dec('4100'),hex2dec('8')); 
 
%Turn off AEC (automatic exposure control) and AGC (automatic gain) 
calllib('OVBaseIF', 'WriteRegister', hex2dec('6a'),hex2dec('3603'),hex2dec('03')); 
 
% Set exposure time 
calllib('OVBaseIF', 'WriteRegister', hex2dec('6a'),hex2dec('3601'),hex2dec('18')); 
calllib('OVBaseIF', 'WriteRegister', hex2dec('6a'),hex2dec('3602'),hex2dec('A0')); 
 
% Set the gain to none  
calllib('OVBaseIF', 'WriteRegister', hex2dec('6a'),hex2dec('3608'),hex2dec('0')); 
calllib('OVBaseIF', 'WriteRegister', hex2dec('6a'),hex2dec('3608'),hex2dec('0')); 
 
buf = uint8(zeros(1,xres*yres*3)); 
pbuf = libpointer('uint8Ptr', buf); 
 
close all; 
Left=figure('name','Left'); 
%set(gcf,'Position',[300 100 804 566]); 
set(gcf,'Position',[245 250 804 566]); 
Right=figure('name','Right'); 
set(gcf,'Position',[1525 248 804 566]); 
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%Grab the first image in the light commander 
calllib('PortabilityLayer','DLP_Display_DisplayPatternManualForceFirstPattern');  
%figure(3);clf; 
%tic 
for n=1:3000 
     
         
    %calllib('OVBaseIF', 'WriteRegister', hex2dec('6a'),hex2dec('3601'),hex2dec('04')); 
    %calllib('OVBaseIF', 'WriteRegister', hex2dec('6a'),hex2dec('3602'),hex2dec('F0')); 
     
    img1=image_capture(pbuf,xres,yres); 
    figure(Left); 
    imagesc(img1); 
    drawnow; 
     
    %calllib('OVBaseIF', 'WriteRegister', hex2dec('6a'),hex2dec('3601'),hex2dec('18')); 
    %calllib('OVBaseIF', 'WriteRegister', hex2dec('6a'),hex2dec('3602'),hex2dec('a0')); 
 
    calllib('PortabilityLayer','DLP_Display_DisplayPatternManualStep');  
    img2=image_capture(pbuf,xres,yres); 
    figure(Right); 
    imagesc(img2); 
    drawnow; 
     
    calllib('PortabilityLayer','DLP_Display_DisplayPatternManualStep');  
    %toc  
end 
 
% close all; 
% Left=figure('name','Left'); 
% set(gcf,'Position',[300 100 804 566]); 
% %set(gcf,'Position',[295 100 804 566]); 
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% Right=figure('name','Right'); 
% set(gcf,'Position',[1575 100 804 566]); 
%  
% %Grab the first image in the light commander 
% %figure(3);clf; 
% %tic 
% for n=1:50 
%      
%     %calllib('OVBaseIF', 'WriteRegister', hex2dec('6a'),hex2dec('3601'),hex2dec('04')); 
%     %calllib('OVBaseIF', 'WriteRegister', hex2dec('6a'),hex2dec('3602'),hex2dec('F0')); 
%      
%     img=image_capture(pbuf,xres,yres); 
%     figure(Right); 
%     imagesc(img); 
%     drawnow; 
%      
%     %calllib('OVBaseIF', 'WriteRegister', hex2dec('6a'),hex2dec('3601'),hex2dec('18')); 
%     %calllib('OVBaseIF', 'WriteRegister', hex2dec('6a'),hex2dec('3602'),hex2dec('a0')); 
%  
%     calllib('PortabilityLayer','DLP_Display_DisplayPatternManualStep');  
%     img=image_capture(pbuf,xres,yres); 
%     figure(Left); 
%     imagesc(img); 
%     drawnow; 
%      
%     calllib('PortabilityLayer','DLP_Display_DisplayPatternManualStep');  
%      
%     %toc  
% end 
 
 
calllib('OVBaseIF', 'FinishDriver'); 
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unloadlibrary OVBaseIF 
unloadlibrary PortabilityLayer 

 

A.6 This is the MTF of the prototype.   
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APPENDIX B 

This appendix will describe the Matlab program used for controlling the tunable filter and to 

capture images in Chapter 4.  

%This program allows me to capture all the images of the paper clips at 
%various distances to be used during the testing.  
clear all 
close all 
 
a=VsOpen('COM14'); %establishes connection with the filter 
b=VsInitialize; %gets its juices flowing 
 
vid=videoinput('winvideo',1); %makes a video object that establishes connection 
src=getselectedsource(vid); %makes a variable related to the video that i can change 
set(src,'ExposureMode','manual'); %defining how i want to do exposure 
set(src,'GainMode','manual'); %defines how i want to do gain 
set(src,'Gain',300); %defines gain 
 
f1=figure('name','Left'); 
set(gcf,'Position',[0 200 804 566]); 
f2=figure('name','Right'); 
set(gcf,'Position',[650 200 804 566]); 
 
wavelenghtL=[580, 510, 440]; %the wavelenghts the filter will use (left eye only for right now) 
%long to short R G B 
wavelenghtR=[630, 540, 460]; 
 
imageL=zeros(480,640,3); %sets up the image size beforehand to speed process 
imageR=zeros(480,640,3); 
 
exposure=[-2, -2, -2]; 
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for counter=1:81 %upper number set by (TotalDistance/Spacing)+1 for us it 
    %is (4mm/.05mm)+1=81 (except the first which is 3/.05+1=61 since only 1 mm 
    %of working distance) 
indicator=0; 
while indicator<1    
for n=1:3 %this loop takes three pics and compiles into a big array 
    VsSetWavelength(wavelenghtL(n)); 
    set(src,'Exposure',exposure(n)); 
    imageL(:,:,n)=getsnapshot(vid); 
end 
for n=1:3 %this loop takes three pics and compiles into a big array 
    VsSetWavelength(wavelenghtR(n)); 
    set(src,'Exposure',exposure(n)); 
    imageR(:,:,n)=getsnapshot(vid); 
end 
imsize=size(imageR); 
columnsL=double(reshape(imageL,[imsize(1)*imsize(2) imsize(3)])); 
columnsR=double(reshape(imageR,[imsize(1)*imsize(2) imsize(3)])); 
%takes each of the 3 frames and makes it into a column 
scaledcolumnsL=columnsL/(diag(max(columnsL))); 
scaledcolumnsR=columnsR/(diag(max(columnsR))); 
%diag is needed for proper matrix math. 
finalL=uint8(reshape(scaledcolumnsL,[imsize(1) imsize(2) 3])*255); 
finalR=uint8(reshape(scaledcolumnsR,[imsize(1) imsize(2) 3])*255); 
%the 255 now scales up to uint8 number ranges 
figure(f1) 
imshow(finalL) 
figure(f2) 
imshow(finalR) 
happy=input('happy? yes=2, no=1:'); 
    if happy>1 
        indicator=1; 
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    else 
        indicator=0; 
    end 
end 
%the .\6mm\ puts the picture in the correct folder. I need to change the # 
%depending on the working distance used in the test. B=binocular, 
%M=monocular, when shooting monocular I only need one image to save so 
%make binocular lines text.  
imwrite(finalL,['.\3mm\LB' int2str(counter)],'tif'); 
imwrite(finalR,['.\3mm\RB' int2str(counter)],'tif'); 
%imwrite(finalR,['.\3mm\M' int2str(counter) '.tif']); 
end 
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APPENDIX C 

This appendix describes the parts acquired for the experiment in Chapter 4.  The parts 

herein used overlap with the parts in Chapter 2 except a Digital Mirror Array (DMA) employed to 

multiplex a white band light, a custom-ordered ring light channeling the light, and a pair of 

custom-fabricated CMBF.  So, the three are described in this section.  The program sequencing 

the light and the imaging is the same as the one in Appendix A-4. 

C.1 DMA 

 A development kit (DLP Light Commander) embedded with a DMA was acquired from 

Texas Instrument, Dallax, TX.  The kit came with a driver, which enables the controlling of a 

DMA.  The kit disassembled such that the light source came with the kit, which was LED-based, 

was replaced by the Xe light source in Appendix A-2.  Then, the kid was programmed to project 

the Xe light to bipartite filter composed of the CMBF match to the CMBF at the dual aperture.  

C.2 Ring light 

A ring light was custom-ordered to work with the lens’ 10 mm working distance and to fit 

around the imaging system.  The design was consulted band fabricated by Fiberoptic Systems 

Inc., Simi Valley, CA. (Figure C-1) 
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C.3 Optical filter 

A set of ten wafers, which is made of BK7 and has dia. x thickness of 10 cm x 0.5 mm, was 

purchased from Sydor Optics Co., Rochester, NY.  Then, the CMBF made up of thin films were 

fabricated by Reynard Corp. San Clemente, CA.  The fabrication process yielding the 

transmissions seen in Figure C-2 is proprietary to the company, so is not available to buyers like 

us.  Reynard put the CMBF in alternating strip-pattern on a wafer.  Each of the CMBF has two 

passbands. 

 

 

 

Figure C-1. Engineering sketch of the ring light from Fiberoptic 
System Inc.  
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Figure C-2. A plot of the transmission of the CMBF from Reynard.  
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APPENDIX D 

This appendix supplements Chapter 5 showing only simulation results with empirical 

results.  It is to show that a program can be built to remap the color biased images as a result of 

using the CMBF, such that the color difference between the two channels can be narrowed.  In 

demonstrate this, Macbeth Color Chart was imaged under a light filtered through the CMBF, 

thus it appeared color-biased.  The color values assigned digitally in the computer were picked 

off by a program. Then, the CAT and the least square fit were applied to the values so that the 

values can come close to the values that would have gained under a light without the CMBF.   

D.1 Program yielding the remapped color chart 

 A Matlab program was scripted to do following tasks:  

i) Take the image of the Macbeth Color Chart, 

ii) Find centroids of each color patch, 

iii) Average the color values around the centroids, 

iv) Put in matrix, 

v) Apply the CAT, 

vi) Apply the least square, 

vii) Populate the color values in the format of Macbeth Color Chart. 

 Details can be found in the program below. 

 

clear all 

close all 
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% NOTE: I have done this code in cell mode since the square finder software 

% has a tendency to not be able to find the squares very well. Therefore, 

% if the code crashes, you can just re-run that portion of the code until 

% it works so you dont have to start over. Happy capturing!! 

%cd 'C:\Users\sambae\Documents\Sams\ImageErrorCalcs' 

%% FIND FIRST IMAGE 

close all 

%blueFigLoad = load('C:\Users\sambae\Documents\Sams\Nov 7 Dcam Image\dcam blue filter I 
ten.fig','-mat'); 

%blueFigLoad = load('C:\Users\sambae\Documents\Sams\Nov 7 Dcam Image\dcam no filter I 
ten.fig','-mat'); 

%Left=blueFigLoad.hgS_070000.children.children(1,1).properties.CData; 

     

%calculates and displays the left eye centroids 

%Left=imread('imgCapture.tif'); 

 

Left=imread('C:\Users\sambae\Documents\Sams\ImageErrorCalcs\15 Nov 2011 image\blue 
bias filter manual G0 E12.tif'); 

figure('name','Image');  

[squares,locate]=findCentroid(Left); 

pause; 

%% FIND SECOND IMAGE 

close all 
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%redFigLoad = load('C:\Users\sambae\Documents\Sams\Nov 7 Dcam Image\dcam red filter I 
ten.fig','-mat'); 

%Right = redFigLoad.hgS_070000.children.children(1,1).properties.CData; 

         

%calculates and displays the left eye centroids 

%Right=imread('imgCapture.tif'); 

     

 Right=imread('C:\Users\sambae\Documents\Sams\ImageErrorCalcs\15 Nov 2011 image\Red 
bias filter manual G0 E12.tif'); 

     

figure('name','Image');   

[squares2,locate2]=findCentroid(Right); 

     

%% XYZ, LAB, RGB, BRADFORD FOR THEORETICAL AND ACTUAL IMAGE 

%Calculates just about everything for theoretical filters 

load('illumD65.mat'); %D65 

%load('illum.mat'); %D50 

%load('illum.mat'); %Original Xe spectrum   

load('illum_meas.mat'); %Measured Xe spectrum 

%load('illum_meas_noIR.mat'); %Measured Xe spectrum w/o IR filter 

 

load('Filters'); 
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Filters=filterB; 

 

%Filters=xlsread('C:\Users\sambae\Documents\Sams\ImageErrorCalcs\ColorChecker_RGB_an
d_spectra.xls', 'Test Filters', 'B2:C37'); 

 

%xyzW is a product of a spectral light source and reflectance of the of the color chart.  

%XYZw is a tristimulus value after corrected by the BRD 

%WPin is a product of the source illumination used in the experiment,  

%color matching function, and the filter 

%WPout is a product of D65 illumination and color matching function. 

[XYZw,LABw,xyzW,labW,BradW,WPinNoFilter,WPoutNoFilter]=LABcalc(ones(36,1),illum,illumD
65); 

[XYZ,LAB,xyz,lab,Brad,WPin,WPout]=LABcalc(Filters(:,1),illum,illumD65); 

[XYZ2,LAB2,xyz2,lab2,Brad2,WPin2,WPout2]=LABcalc(Filters(:,2),illum,illumD65); 

 

[WhiteCard,rgbW]=CardSim(xyzW,WPout); 

[BradCard,RGB]=CardSim(XYZ,WPin); 

[UCCard,rgb]=CardSim(xyz,WPout); 

[BradCard2,RGB2]=CardSim(XYZ2,WPin); 

[UCCard2,rgb2]=CardSim(xyz2,WPout); 

 

%correction technique based on RGB to RGB linear least squares 

XLin=double(rgb)'\double(rgbW)'; %have to use double data type in matrix division 
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RGBLin=uint8(transpose(double(rgb)'*XLin)); %finds new THEORETICAL RGB values based 
on lin transformation 

LinCard=quickCard(RGBLin); %creates a card for lin transformation 

LABLin=sRGBtoLAB(RGBLin); 

 

XLin2=double(rgb2)'\double(rgbW)'; %have to use double data type in matrix division 

RGBLin2=uint8(transpose(double(rgb2)'*XLin2)); %finds new THEORETICAL RGB values 
based on lin transformation 

LinCard2=quickCard(RGBLin2); %creates a card for lin transformation 

LABLin2=sRGBtoLAB(RGBLin2); 

 

%Makes theoretical versions of the actual imaged card and corrects 

Means = getMeanForEachSquare(squares, locate); %outputs 3x24 matrix RGB 

LinMeans = uint8(transpose(double(Means)'*XLin)); %3x24 matrix of linearly corrected RGB 

CorrMeans=RGBbradCorrect(Means,Brad,WPout,WPout); %3x24 matrix of bradford corrected 
RGB 

LABImBrad=sRGBtoLAB(CorrMeans); %LAB values of Bradford corrected image 

LABImLin=sRGBtoLAB(LinMeans); %LAB values of linearly corrected image 

LABIm=sRGBtoLAB(Means); %LAB values of image 

 

Means2 = getMeanForEachSquare(squares2, locate2); %outputs 3x24 matrix RGB 

LinMeans2 = uint8(transpose(double(Means2)'*XLin2)); %3x24 matrix of linearly corrected RGB 

CorrMeans2=RGBbradCorrect(Means2,Brad2,WPout2,WPout2); %3x24 matrix of bradford 
corrected RGB 
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LABImBrad2=sRGBtoLAB(CorrMeans2); 

LABImLin2=sRGBtoLAB(LinMeans2); 

LABIm2=sRGBtoLAB(Means2); 

 

ImCard=quickCard(Means); 

ImCardLin=quickCard(LinMeans); 

ImCardCorr=quickCard(CorrMeans); 

 

ImCard2=quickCard(Means2); 

ImCardLin2=quickCard(LinMeans2); 

ImCardCorr2=quickCard(CorrMeans2); 

%% CALCULATE ERRORS 

%Calculates Errors Based on deltaE system comparing everything to the LAB 

%values for the white light source 

for i=1:24 

    %image 1 

    TUCW(1,i)=norm(labW(:,i)-lab(:,i)); %T in title stands for theoretical 

    TBradW(1,i)=norm(labW(:,i)-LAB(:,i)); %Im stands for Image 

    TLinW(1,i)=norm(labW(:,i)-LABLin(:,i)); %Lin means linear correction 

    ImUCW(1,i)=norm(labW(:,i)-LABIm(:,i)); %Brad means brad corrected 

    ImBradW(1,i)=norm(labW(:,i)-LABImBrad(:,i)); %UC means uncorrected 

    ImLinW(1,i)=norm(labW(:,i)-LABImLin(:,i)); %W means white point 
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    TImUC(1,i)=norm(lab(:,i)-LABIm(:,i)); 

    %image 2 

    TUCW2(1,i)=norm(labW(:,i)-lab2(:,i));  

    TBradW2(1,i)=norm(labW(:,i)-LAB2(:,i)); 

    TLinW2(1,i)=norm(labW(:,i)-LABLin2(:,i)); 

    ImUCW2(1,i)=norm(labW(:,i)-LABIm2(:,i)); 

    ImBradW2(1,i)=norm(labW(:,i)-LABImBrad2(:,i)); 

    ImLinW2(1,i)=norm(labW(:,i)-LABImLin2(:,i)); 

    TImUC2(1,i)=norm(lab2(:,i)-LABIm2(:,i)); 

    %interimage comparison 

    TBradBrad2(1,i)=norm(LAB(:,i)-LAB2(:,i)); 

    ImBradBrad2(1,i)=norm(LABImBrad(:,i)-LABImBrad2(:,i)); 

    TUCUC2(1,i)=norm(lab(:,i)-lab2(:,i)); 

    ImUCUC2(1,i)=norm(LABIm(:,i)-LABIm2(:,i)); 

end 

 

BiasTUCW=sqrt(sum(TUCW.^2)/24); 

BiasTBradW=sqrt(sum(TBradW.^2)/24); 

BiasTLinW=sqrt(sum(TLinW.^2)/24); 

BiasImUCW=sqrt(sum(ImUCW.^2)/24); 

BiasImBradW=sqrt(sum(ImBradW.^2)/24); 

BiasImLinW=sqrt(sum(ImLinW.^2)/24); 
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BiasTImUC=sqrt(sum(TImUC.^2)/24); 

 

BiasTUCW2=sqrt(sum(TUCW2.^2)/24); 

BiasTBradW2=sqrt(sum(TBradW2.^2)/24); 

BiasTLinW2=sqrt(sum(TLinW2.^2)/24); 

BiasImUCW2=sqrt(sum(ImUCW2.^2)/24); 

BiasImBradW2=sqrt(sum(ImBradW2.^2)/24); 

BiasImLinW2=sqrt(sum(ImLinW2.^2)/24); 

BiasTImUC2=sqrt(sum(TImUC2.^2)/24); 

 

BiasTBradBrad2=sqrt(sum(TBradBrad2.^2)/24); 

BiasImBradBrad2=sqrt(sum(ImBradBrad2.^2)/24); 

BiasTUCUC2=sqrt(sum(TUCUC2.^2)/24); 

BiasImUCUC2=sqrt(sum(ImUCUC2.^2)/24); 

%% DISPLAY IMAGES 

figure('name','Image 1 Compilation'); set(gcf,'Position',[200 100 1000 750]); 

subplot(4,2,1); imshow(WhiteCard); title('D65 Light Source'); 

 

subplot(4,2,3); imshow(UCCard); title(['Simulated, RMS= ', num2str(BiasTUCW)]); 

subplot(4,2,5); imshow(BradCard); title(['Simulated Bradford Corrected, RMS= ', 
num2str(BiasTBradW)]); 

subplot(4,2,7); imshow(LinCard); title(['Simulated Linear Corrected, RMS= ', 
num2str(BiasTLinW)]); 
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subplot(4,2,2); imshow(squares); title('Uncorrected'); 

subplot(4,2,4); imshow(ImCard); title(['Smallitized, RMS= ', num2str(BiasImUCW),'RMS to 
Theoretical= ',num2str(BiasTImUC)]); 

subplot(4,2,6); imshow(ImCardCorr); title(['Bradford Corrected, RMS= ', 
num2str(BiasImBradW)]); 

subplot(4,2,8); imshow(ImCardLin); title(['Linear Corrected, RMS= ', num2str(BiasImLinW)]); 

 

figure('name','Image 2 Compilation'); set(gcf,'Position',[200 100 1000 750]); 

subplot(4,2,1); imshow(WhiteCard); title('D65 Light Source'); 

 

subplot(4,2,3); imshow(UCCard2); title(['Simulated, RMS= ', num2str(BiasTUCW2)]); 

subplot(4,2,5); imshow(BradCard2); title(['Simulated Bradford Corrected, RMS= ', 
num2str(BiasTBradW2)]); 

subplot(4,2,7); imshow(LinCard2); title(['Simulated Linear Corrected, RMS= ', 
num2str(BiasTLinW2)]); 

 

subplot(4,2,2); imshow(squares2); title('Uncorrected'); 

subplot(4,2,4); imshow(ImCard2); title(['Smallitized, RMS= ', num2str(BiasImUCW2),'RMS to 
Theoretical= ',num2str(BiasTImUC2)]); 

subplot(4,2,6); imshow(ImCardCorr2); title(['Bradford Corrected, RMS= ', 
num2str(BiasImBradW2)]); 

subplot(4,2,8); imshow(ImCardLin2); title(['Linear Corrected, RMS= ', num2str(BiasImLinW2)]); 

 

figure('name','Rivalry Compilation'); set(gcf,'Position',[200 100 1000 750]); 
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subplot(4,2,1); imshow(UCCard); title(['Simulated UC Rivalry', num2str(BiasTUCUC2)]); 

subplot(4,2,2); imshow(UCCard2);  

subplot(4,2,3); imshow(BradCard); title(['Simulated Brad. Corr. Rivalry', 
num2str(BiasTBradBrad2)]); 

subplot(4,2,4); imshow(BradCard2);  

subplot(4,2,5); imshow(ImCard); title(['UC Rivalry', num2str(BiasImUCUC2)]); 

subplot(4,2,6); imshow(ImCard2);  

subplot(4,2,7); imshow(ImCardCorr); title(['Brad. Corr. Rivalry', num2str(BiasImBradBrad2)]); 

subplot(4,2,8); imshow(ImCardCorr2); 

 

------------------------------------------ 

function[card,RGB]=CardSim(XYZ,whitepoint) 
%this code will take XYZ values from color simulations and convert to sRGB 
%before displaying the colors in a color checker card format 
%whitepoint=[95.047;100.000;108.883]; %D65 values 
%NOTE: want to keep as D65 values to simulate what colors will actually 
%look like under any given light source to your eyes. This is because sRGB  
%is based off assuming the XYZ values come from something viewed in D65.  
%Therefore, correct mapping from an XYZ value to what your eye interprets 
%is dependant on maintaining this mapping. 
 
%whitepoint=[96.422;100.000;82.521]; %D50 values 
%whitepoint=[76.0957;100.000;110.2108]; %LED values 
%this defines the XYZ values of the light source as a perfect white for 
%scaling purposes  
xyz=XYZ/max(whitepoint); 
%scales XYZ values down to be in range of [0,1]!!!!!!!!! 
RGBlin=[3.2405,-1.5371,-0.4985;-0.9693,1.8760,0.0416;... 
    0.0556,-0.2040,1.0572]*xyz; %D65 values 
%RGBlin=[3.1339, -1.6170, -0.4906; -0.9785, 1.9160, 0.0333;... 
   % 0.0720, -0.2290, 1.4057]*xyz; %D50 values 
%RGBlin=[3.6307, -1.1193, -0.5839; -0.8976, 1.6368, 0.0420;... 
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    %0.0405, -0.1914, 1.0530]*xyz; %LED values 
%this performs the linear portion of the transformation from XYZ to sRGB 
%NOTE: the D65 and LED values are modified by a special chromatic part   
%which is a Bradford transformation to D65. RGBlin=RGBlinD65*Bradford 
%this is the standard procedure so if any other illuminants are used, this 
%needs to be updated 
i=1; 
RGB=zeros(3,24); 
%initializing variables 
for i=1:24 
    j=1; 
    for j=1:3 
        if RGBlin(j,i)<=0.0031308 
            RGB(j,i)=12.92*RGBlin(j,i); 
        else RGB(j,i)=1.055*(RGBlin(j,i)^(1/2.4))-0.055; 
        end 
    end 
end 
RGB=uint8(255*RGB); 
%this gives the sRGB values of each color patch so that they can be 
%directly used in imagery by taking the linear values and gamma correcting 
%them 
 
%next these values will be used to build a mock color checker card so that 
%comparisons can be made visually 
card=zeros(300,450); 
m=1; 
for m=1:3 
    j=0; 
    for j=0:3 
        i=1; 
        for i=0:5 
            card((1+75*j):(75+75*j),(1+75*i):(75+75*i),m)=RGB(m,(1+i+6*j)); 
        end 
    end 
end 
 
card=uint8(card); 
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------------------------------------------ 

function [card]=quickCard(RGB) 
card=zeros(300,450); 
m=1; 
for m=1:3 
    j=0; 
    for j=0:3 
        i=1; 
        for i=0:5 
            card((1+75*j):(75+75*j),(1+75*i):(75+75*i),m)=RGB(m,(1+i+6*j)); 
        end 
    end 
end 
 

card=uint8(card); 

------------------------ 

function [BradCorrect]=RGBbradCorrect(RGBim,bradford,WPin,WPout) 
 
RGBim=double(RGBim)/255; 
WPin=transpose(WPin/WPin(2,1)); 
WPout=transpose(WPout/WPout(2,1)); 
 
cform1=makecform('srgb2xyz','AdaptedWhitePoint',WPin); 
cform2=makecform('xyz2srgb','AdaptedWhitePoint',WPout); 
 
RGBreshape=zeros(1,24,3); 
for i=1:3 
    RGBreshape(1,:,i)=RGBim(i,:); 
end 
 
XYZ=applycform(RGBreshape,cform1); 
 
XYZreshape=zeros(3,24); 
for i=1:3 
    XYZreshape(i,:)=XYZ(1,:,i); 
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end     
 
XYZCorr=bradford*XYZreshape; 
 
XYZCorrRes=zeros(1,24,3); 
for i=1:3 
    XYZCorrRes(1,:,i)=XYZCorr(i,:); 
end 
 
RGBCorr=applycform(XYZCorrRes,cform2); 
 
BradCorrect=zeros(3,24); 
for i=1:3 
    BradCorrect(i,:)=RGBCorr(1,:,i); 
end 

BradCorrect=uint8(255*BradCorrect); 

 

 

D.2 Empirical results of the color remapping 

 The empirical results are expressed in color pictures. (Figure D-1)  In terms of 

CIE Lab values, the color differences were narrowed from delta E of 25 to 14 in average.  In 

figure D-1,  

(a) The colors appear under a Xe light that had been filtered through the blue-biased 

dual-band bandpass,  

(b) The colors appear under a Xe light that had been filtered through the red-biased 

dual-band bandpass, 

(c) The colors that would have appeared under a raw Xe light, 

(d) Result of the colors remapped from (a) to look close to (c), 
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(e) Result of the colors remapped from (b) to look close to (c), 

(f) The colors that would have appeared under sunlight or D65 light setting, 

(g) Result of the colors remapped from (a) to look close to (f), 

(h) Result of the colors remapped from (b) to look close to (f), 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) Under the blue bias filter 

(b) Under the red bias filter  

(c) Under Xe lamp light 

(d) Remapped 

(e) Remapped 

(f) Under D65 light 

(g) Remapped 

(h) Remapped 

Figure D-1. Results of color remapping  




